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On the Formulation about the Allowable Compressive Stress 
of the Specification for the Design of Highway Bridges 
Hiroyuki SUGIMOTO 
Abstract 
The specification for the design of highway bridges was revised in 1980. In the former specification， 
the allowable compressive stress was determined only by the global ultimate strength of columns. On the 
other hand， the coupled effect of the local buckling and the global buckling is considered to determine the 
allowable compressive stress in the current specification 
Anpo， Hasegawa and Nishino， in1983， studied the optimum design of columns by their maximum load 
design method and pointed out that the consideration for local buckling would not lead to the more 
economical design. 
This paper also studies the optimum design of the columns with square box， H and pipe sections 
Minimum weight design using Augmented Lagrange Multiplier Method is applied， so the limit on the 
maximum value of slenderness ratio that was not considered in the former paper is included into the 
constraints set. 
Several conclusions on the optimum design ofaxial members are gained and a formulation about the 







































































































( 2 ) 










σca=min (σc岨 ，O'Cal) ( 6 ) 
ここでσC暗は式(2)であり， σcalは次式で定義される。
D/t壬ksσcal=k1 (7 -1) 
3 
杉本博之







b/ι< t (1calニ k1
b/80<t< b/ι;σcal = 2 ， 2000 ，000 (t / b)2 
b)自由突出板
b'/ん<t (1cal=k1 









( 7 -2 ) 
( 8 ) 
(9 -1) 





































式(13)を用いて， σcaとtの関係を， 6種類の互に対して求 図一 l 正方形箱形断面柱
めたのが，図-2 (SM 50， L=10 m)および図 3 (SM 58， 
L=10 m)である O 図中 oが局部座屈を考慮する必要のない最小の板厚んに対応する。図で
は，常にあで最大許容応力度になっている。これは，他の鋼種，部材長でも同じであった。
次に，式(8)のσcalに式(9 -2 )を代入した場合の tニんにおける σcaのtに関する微係数を
求めた。それは，次式のように誘導きれる。
δσ'ca aσcαg IJ'cal IJ'cag aσcαt 
二土士一一一一←→一一一一一・一一→一一一一一一一十一 ・←ー 一ー一一一一一一-





3 4 5 1 2 
函-2 正方形箱形断面柱の σca-t曲線
(SM 50， L= 10 m) 
200 
(14) 
1 2 3 4 5 
図-3 正方形箱形断面柱の σa-t曲線









aσCag k2 L ar 
at r2 δt ん<L/r<k4 (16) 
δrJc岨 σC昭 2L" δr
δt k5+(L/r)2 r3 at 九三五L/r
ま7こ，
a r 16t4 ( A)2 













g3= 1 -(L/r)max.r/L三五 O 
設計制約条件式 t註0.8(cm) 














表-2 正方形箱形断面柱の最小重量設計の結果 (Lニ 10m)
steel SS41 SM50 SM53 SM58 
P(t) 20 500 20 500 20 500 20 500 
A (cm2) 65.27 40l.21 65.27 332.27 65.27 313.83 65.27 275.24 
b(cm) 19.60 62.25 19.60 52.40 19.60 49.62 19.60 43.99 
t(cm) 0.80 l.57 0.80 l. 54 0.80 l. 53 0.80 l.51 
b / t 24.5 39.6 24.5 34.0 24.5 32.4 24.5 29.1 
gl 0.856 0.000 l. 019 0.000 1.072 0.001 1.188 0.002 
g2 1.286 -0.414 0.959 -0.411 -0.878 ← 0.422 -0.633 -0.375 



















20tの場合は，g3がクリテカルに， ρ=500tの場合は，glがクリテカルになっている o 最適幅厚
比bjtは，すべて局部座屈を考慮する必要がない値になっている。



























式仰を用いて， σcaとtの関係を， 6種類の瓦に対して求めたのが，図一 7(SM 50， L=10 



























at 1(t3 (21) 
δr 7c2t4一(A)2











g2= 1 -200・t/D壬o ~ (23) 
o +￥品-oan...:t--I ---+-
て、。弘 1-0ロー ロ 9./0 
JJナト
g3= 1一(L/r)max.r/L壬oJ 0.5 
設計制約条件式 D ミ40(cm) 
tと0.69(cm) 
(24) 
設計変数 : D， t 











































11 (SM 50， Lェ10m)および図 12 (SM 58， L=10 m)である。実線が，(L/r) max=120， 
点線が，(L/r) max ∞つまり細長比の制限がない場合の結果である。
表-3 H形断面柱の最小重量設計の結果 (L=10m)
steel 5541 5M50 5M53 5M58 
P(t) 20 500 20 500 20 500 20 500 
A (cm2) 75.27 435.71 75.29 372.99 75.27 358.53 77.09 327.66 
b(cm) 31. 84 72.53 31.86 62.37 31.85 59.27 31.76 54.18 
tr(cm) 0.97 2.74 0.97 2.74 0.97 2.77 1. 00 3.77 
h(cm) 16.84 38.63 16.85 32.76 16.84 30.97 16.78 28.15 
tw(cm) 0.80 0.97 0.80 0.96 0.80 0.96 0.80 0.98 
O Itr 16.0 13.1 16.0 11.2 16.0 10.5 15.5 9.6 
hl tw 21. 0 39.8 21.1 34.1 21.0 32.3 21. 0 28.7 
σcal 938 1400 937 1900 940 2100 1006 2600 
g， -0.434 0.001 -0.148 0.000 0.066 0.000 0.000 0.000 
g2 0.000 ← 0.227 0.000 0.426 0.000 0.522 -0.036 0.666 
g3 1.661 0.413 1.279 -0.412 -1.185 0.429 0.907 0.396 



































3種類の断面形状の部材断面積と荷重の関係を，まとめて示したのが図-13(SS 41， L=10 
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新，旧示方書および本論文で提案された式(5 ')および(5づを，式(5 -2 )の代りに用
いる旧示方書による最小重量設計の結果を，表← 5(SS 41， L=10 m， P=30')，表 6 (SM 50， 




(SS41， L=10m， P=30t) 
spec. S55 S48 S48* 
A (cm2) 76.51 76.22 76.18 
b(cm) 31.79 31.81 31.81 
f，(cm) 0.99 0.99 0.99 
h(cm) 16.80 16.81 16.83 
fw(cm) 0.80 0.80 0.80 
O If， 15.7 15.7 15.7 
gl 0.002 0.445 o . 444 ( -0 . 000) 
g2 0.018 0.000 O.OOO( -0.017) 
g3 1.666 1.263 -1.265( -1.663) 




(SM50， L=10m， P=20t) 
spec. S55 S48 S48* 
A (cm2) 75.29 84.49 75.23 
b(cm) 31.86 31.43 31.85 
ん(cm) 0.97 1.14 0.97 
h(cm) 16.85 16.52 16.84 
ゐ(cm) 0.80 0.80 0.80 
O If， 16.0 13.4 16.0 
g 0.148 1.620 1. 326( -0.145) 
g 0.000 0.002 o . 001 ( O. 001 ) 
g 1.279 0.977 -1. 280 ( -1. 280 ) 
g 0.000 0.000 O.OOO( 0.000) 
道路橋示方書の許容軸方向圧縮応力度について


























(5M53， L=10m， P=20t) 
555 548 548* 
75.27 87.61 75.25 
3l.85 3l. 31 3l.84 
0.97 l.19 0.97 
16.84 16.43 16.83 
0.80 0.83 0.80 
16.0 12.8 16.0 
~0.066 ~ l. 781 ~ l. 387 ( ~0.066) 
0.000 0.000 O. OOO( ~O. 000) 
1.185 0.891 一l.376(←l.186) 























1)日本道路協会:道路橋示方書・同解説， 1973， 2. 
2 )日本道路協会:道路橋示方書 ・同解説， 1980， 2. 
3)榎波義幸:道路橋示方書の改定について，橋梁， 1979， 8. 
(昭和 59年5月9日受理)
4 )安保，長谷川，西野:鋼柱の設計の最適化に及ぼす局部座屈の影響，土木学会第38回年次学術講演会講演
概要集， 1983， 9. 




Optimum Identification of Dispersion Coefficients 
in Porous Media 
Satoshi TOHMA and Kazutaka BABA 
Abstract 
Recent1y， the problem of predicting the movement of pollutants in groundwater has gained attentions. 
To solve such problems a number of numerical methods has been developed. But dispersion coefficients 
are always assumed to be a known values， the resuIt of such numerical approach then becomes question-
able. 
In this paper， dispersion coefficients were investigated using laboratory column and sand aquifer 
tracer tests. 
Powell's conjugate direction method was applied together with the error function type solution to 
obtain the dispersion coefficients. Powell's method is efficient technique for the parameter identification 
of dispersion phenomena in porous media. Comparing the observed data and analytical solutions， 























変数，f (α; )目的関数，j 反復回数を表わすものとする。
(1) j二 Oとし，初期点 α0，探索方向 d1を与える。最初の探索方向は各座標軸に平行な単位べ
クトルを用いる。
(2) 点αi-lから探索方向 d;に進み目的関数f(α;)の最小点 αzを求める。次に αzから再出発
し，方向 d叶 1についての最小点 α川を求める。以下同様の操作を繰り返えす。
(3) 次の繰り返しに使用する新しいベクトルの組を選択するため， δ二 If(αm-l)一f(αm)I 
=max{f(αH) -f(α;) }を満足する整数mを見いだす。
(4) 五=f(α。)， h =f(αn)， h =f(2αn α。)を算出する。
(5) h二三五あるいは， (h -2h十五).(h -h -o)孟o(h-h)2/2のいずれかが満足される
と次の反復では現段階の探索方向をそのまま保有する O
(6) 上記条件が満足きれなければ，方向 d=ι α。についての最小点を求め，この点を次の









θc ac δ2C a2c a2c 




ここに， C:物質濃度，x， y， Z 座標，t 時間， αi.分散係数等の未知lノfラメータを示す。





C~I r ( X-Vt¥ ( Vt¥ ( x+ Vt¥] C( x， t)二旦1erfc( ，; H V ~ 1十exp(~ lerfc ( -"I V' 1 L¥14Kd J 円 KLJ'--"-'-'¥/4KdJJ 
但し，初期条件:C (x， t= 0) = 0 x> 0 
境界条件 :C(x=O，t)=co t>o， C(x→∞， t)二ot> 0 
トレーサ瞬間放出による二次元分散方程式の解:
rοr IVx βR¥ ( R-βt¥ 
C(x，y，t)= o':::/~nexp( 川|叫(寸ず~)町fc\ ，!4-訂)8πKLR v"'l-'¥ I "'L ¥ ー / ¥・一一tI
( Vx+sR¥L( R+βt ¥1














fp = 2.:P(αi) ド(αi)=OP(αi)=1αil X 108 αi>O αi<O 
(5)式のペナルティ関数を導入することにより，目的関数を次式のように再定義する。
(5) 
J二 f(α)+ Jp (6) 
4.分散実験





















Fig.l Experimental Setup. 
4. 2 二次元平面分散実験 二次元平面分散実験は，高き1.0m，幅0.4m，長さ 4.5mの
両面透明アクリル張り鋼製二次元水路にカラム実験と同ーの海砂を使用して高さ 0.58m，幅
0.4m，長き 2.0mの被圧帯水層を設置し，定常一様流状態下で行なった。トレーサは濃度c=















Values of the Iterations 
in the identification of 
V and KL 
多孔体の分散係数の最適同定について
Table-l 
Iteration V KL 
Initial 0.68200 0.09500 
1 0.78200 0.09500 
2 0.58200 0.09500 
3 0.66206 0.09500 
4 0.64212 0.09500 
5 0.60225 0.09500 
6 0.65145 0.09500 
7 0.66078 0.09500 
8 0.65051 0.09500 
9 0.65051 0.19500 
10 0.65051 0.14500 
11 0.65051 0.04500 
12 0.65051 0.10133 
13 0.65051 0.08867 
14 0.65051 0.07602 
15 0.65051 0.09145 
16 0.63476 0.08967 
17 0.66625 0.09322 
18 0.65066 0.09147 
19 0.65044 0.09116 
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v = 0.0169 CM/SEC 
Kl: 0.00317 CM2;SEC 
KT: 0.000111 CM2/SEC 
60 70 
Fig. 3 Comparison of measured concentration history with analytical solution. 
5. 2 二次元平面分散 本解析で得られた結果の一例を Fig.3に示す。同図は砂帯水層に












散係数は分子拡散係数(NaClの場合2.0X 1O-5cm2/sec) 7)の約 10倍の値をとるが，実験で使用
した塩水が比較的高濃度のため主流に直角方向への移動が大きくなるものと思われる。
Table -3 Identification of V，KL and KT 
水頭差 ifrE. 速 縦方向分散係数 横方向分散係数
KT/KL 
H(cm) V(cm/s) KL(cm2/s) KT(cm2/s) 
4.80 0.0169 0.00317 0.000111 0.0350 
8.55 0.0357 0.00489 0.000188 0.0384 
11.45 0.0404 0.00558 0.000230 0.0412 
15.80 0.0538 0.00685 0.000187 0.0273 
17.50 0.0627 0.00795 0.000196 0..0247 











4は一次元分散実験 100デー タ， 二次元分散実
験20データをとりまとめたものである。同図か
ら最小2乗近似により次の関係を得た。
KL = 0，139 V1.025 
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'" STYRENE BEA凶 (L)
. STYRENE BEAOS(S) 
0.1 
VELOCITY V ICM/S) 





KL =0.139 VL025 (0.01< V<1.0cm/sec) 
3 )横方向分散係数は縦方向分散係数の 10-2のオー 夕、、にある。
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Development and Application of Predictor Model for 
Seasonal Variations in Skid Resistance (1) 
-Mechanistic Model-
Kazuo SAITO* and J ohn J. HENRY* * 
Abstract 
This paper describes a part of the findings of a three-year research program to develop a basic 
mechanistic model to predict the seasonal and short-term variations in skid resistance as a function of 
environmental and traffic conditions. The model treats the seasonal and short-term variations separately. 
Data were analyzed from 21 test surfaces in State College， Pennsylvania. For the seasonal trend， an 
exponential curve was fitted to the skid number data for the asphalt pavements， while a linear relationship 
best fit the data for portland cement concrete surfaces. The coefficients of the resulting seanonal 
variation curves were fitted to pavement and traffic parameters to provide predictors for the long term 
effects. Significant predictors were found to be British Pendulum N umbers (BPN) and average daily 
traffic (ADT). Other predictors for pavement polishing are suggested in place of BPN to predict the rate 
of decrease in skid resistance over an annual cycle. After the data for seasonal variations were adjusted， 
the remaining short-term variations were regr郎総dagainst rainfall， terperature， and macrotexture 
parameter. The short-term variations can be predicted by dry spell factor (DSF) and pavement tempera 
ture (Tp)， but the introduction of the measured percent normalized gradient (PNG) was found to improve 
the regression. 
The developed model wes applied for predicting the level of skid resistance at the end of the year 
(SN山)and for predicting the skid resistance at any day from a measurement taken on a different day. It 
is concluded that mechanistic model is effective predictor model for predicting those skid resistance. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is generally recognized that the skid resistance of pavement surfaces changes with 
time. Two decades ago， Giles and Sabeyl) reported that investigations on some British 
pavements revealed the existence of significant differences in skid resistance between 
summer and winter. They also presented data which showed that a strong relationship 
existed between seasonal variations in skid resistance and personal injury accidents. 
During the past two decades， several transportation departments and other agencies in 
* Dr. Eng.， Associate professor of Civil Engineering， Muroran Institute of Technology， Muroan， 
Hokkaido， JAPAN 
* * Sc. D.， Professor of Mechanical Engineering， and Acting Director of Pennsylvania Transportation 













Kazuo SAITO and John J. HENRY 
1976・1980
(Doy I=Jon.I，1976) 
184 366 549 731 914 1097 1279 1462 1644 1827 
Figure. 1 
TIME (DAYS) 
Seasonal variation in skid resistance during five 
years (Dense-graded asphalt surface) 
the United States have conducted extensive skid-resistance surveys. Skid-resistance 
measurements made on public highways in Pennsylvania and other states in accordance 
with ASTM E 274 Method of Test2l exhibit seasonal and short-term variations，3l，4l，5l but 
until last few years litle attention was paid to seasonal variations in these measurements. 
Until recently， the most comprehensively documented studies involving both seasonal 
and short-term skid-resistance variations were the ones undertaken by the Pennsylvania 
DOT:，5' The skid-resistance measurements made in these studies showed that， once a 
pavement surface had stabilized after being exposed to weather and traffic for one or two 
years， the surface exibited cyclic skid-resistance variations which tends to be higher in 
winter through spring than in summer through fal (see Figure 1). Superimposed on these 
annual cycles are short-term variations， seemingly the result of rainfall and other local 
weather conditions. Several other states have reported to the Federal Highway Admini-
stration (FHWA) of U. S. DOT their observations related to seasonal skid-resistance 
variations. Extreme seasonal variations as high as 30 skid numbers (SN) have been 
observed， with more typical variations in the range of 5 to 15. These observations were 
summarized by Rice.6l Analyzing these large changes which occur rather systematically， 
Hegmon7l concluded that there are real skid-resistance changes related to changing condi-
tions. 
The observed seasonal and short-term variations in skid resistance make it difficult to 
26 
Development and App1ication of Predictor Model for 
Seasonal Variations in Skid Resistance ( 1 ) 
determine the skid resistance of pavement from a single measurements， to specify 
minimum skid resistance value for a given road surface in a given time and also to compare 
the skid resistance of different types of pavement. As a resu1t， these variations make it 
difficult to establish a rational maintenance program in which skid resistance in one of the 
important factors. Thus， some analytical procedures are needed which provide a correc-
tion to the measured skid resistance for seasonal and short-term variations in test condi-
tions. 
The F:日干'Arecognized the need for analytical means of interpreting skid-resistance 
data subjected to seasonal and short-term variations. In 1978， FHWA initiated a three. 
year research program with the Pennsylvania State University to collect frequent skid-
resistance measurements of pavements in various areas of the United States and to develop 
predictor models to describe seasonal variations in skid resistance of pavement surfaces. 
This paper describes the finding of a portion of this research program : the develop-
ment of a basic mechanical model to predict the seasonal and short-term variations in skid 
resistance as a function of environmental and traffic conditions， and some applications of 
this developed model. The mechanistic model was based on the hypothesized mechanisms 
of wear and polishing of the pavement texture and on the dataof 21 test pavements in 
Pennsylvania. 
2. DATA BASE 
The data base consisted of skid-resistance measurements taken at various speeds， 
pavement related data， weather data recorded at weather stations located near the test 
sltes. 
(1) Test Sites 
Skid testing was performed on 21 test pavements in Pennsylvania between January and 
December， 1980. The 21 test sites represented a variety of aggregates and mix designs and 
included 16 aspha1t pavements and 5 porotand cement concrete (PCC) pavements， which 
were subjected to a wide range of ADT. The pavement ;lnd traffic parameters for each 
site are listed in Table l. The construction materials and locations ot the test sites have 
been fully described by Henry and Dahir.8) 
(2) Skid-Resistance Test 
For the 21 test sites， the daily skid-resistance tests were made in the transient slip 
mode.9) These tests provided SN64 data at 64 km/h (40 mph) according to the ASTM E 274 
Method of Test， and also brake slip numbers at 16， 32， and 48 km/h (10， 20， and 30 mph) 
which can be used to approximate SN16， SN32 ， and S1、T48 respectively. Air， tire， and 
pavement temperatures were recorded at the time of each test. 
(3) Texture Measurements 
Monthly texture measurements made at each site included British Pendulum Number 
(BPN) according to ASTM E 303 Methood of Test，2) and mean texture depth (MTD) 
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Table 1. Pavement and fraffic parameters (1980) 
Type of* Year of Type of Aggregate PNG(Ave.) 
Site No. Pavement Construction Coarse/Fine SRL輔 h/km 日PN開
l DG 1970 Limestone/NA L 0.83 58.5 
2 PCC 1960 Limestone/Natural Sand M 0.32 53.0 
3 PCC 1973 Limestone/Natural Sand M 0.71 70.0 
DG 1972 Limestone/NA M 0.84 62.5 
8 DG 1972 Limestone/Silica Sand M 0.61 55.0 
9 DG 1972 Limestone/Silica Sand M 0.69 69.5 
10 PCC 1973 Limestone/Silica Sand L 0.77 72.0 
11 DG 1963 Limestone/NA M 0.79 56.0 
12 DG 1970 Limestone/N A G 0.63 60.0 
13 OG 1969 Limestone/NA G 0.53 90.5 
14 PCC 1967 Limestone/NA M 0.83 62.0 
15 OG 1969 Limestone/N A E 0.53 86.5 
16 DG 1966 Limestone/Limestone L 0.88 50.0 
17 DG 1961 Limestone/Limestone 0.67 53.5 
18 PCC 1973 Limestone/NA L 0.66 77.0 
19 DG 1968 Limestone/Silica Sand L 0.81 54.0 
20 DG 1968 Limestone/Silica Sand L 0.82 65.0 
21 OG 1969 Limestone/Silica Sand M 0.68 64.0 
2 OG 1969 Gravel/Silica Sand G 0.58 84.5 
24 DG 1963 Limestone/NA M 0.83 54.0 
25 DG 1963 Gravel/NA G 0.68 8l.0 
* DGニ DenseGraded PCC ~ Portland Cement Concrete OG ~ Open Graded 
柿 SRL~ Skid Resistance Level in Pennsylvania: L ~ Low M ~ Moderate H ~ High E ~ Excellent 
*判Average value of April and May 
according to the sand-patch method described by ACP A. 10) 
























The weather data available in the daily data base were obtained from Weather Station 
in University Park， Pennsylvania. 
(5) Pavernent Polishing Data 
During July 1980 a series of tests was carried out on the 21 test sites using Penn State 
Reciprocating Pavement Polisher. 11) Each pavement was subjected to 2000 polishing 
cyc1es using 0.05-mm silica abrasive， with measurements taken initially (BPNo)， after 500 
cyc1es (BP品。0)，and after 2000 cyc1es (BP凡。0)' The results are listed in Table 2. 
3. DEVELOPMENT OF MECHANISTIC MODEL 
The mechanistic model based on the detailed pavement studies on surface property 
behavior over periods ranging three to five years， conducted at the Pennsylvania test sites. 
The observed seasonal variations in skid resistance from spring to fall were simi1ar in all 
test sites， with a low skid number in the late fall that was brought to almost its original 
levels as the skid resistance was rejuvenated over the winter season. Short-term varia-
tions， seemingly due to rainfall and local weather conditions， were superimposed on this 
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annual cycle.12) These trends imply that it 
may be possible to develop an equation or 
model to predict the low skid numbers that 
general1y occur in the fal1， from a skid-resis 
tance measurement taken at any time during 
the year. 
(1) Description of the Mechanistic Model 
In this model， itis hypothesized that 
seasonal variations are due to a reduction in 
the microtexture as a result of polishing， and 
a reduction in the macrotexture as a result of 
the wear of the aggregate. The short term 
effects are attributed to contaminants that 
accumulate on the pavement，13) and in some 
cases， to chemical reactions such as might 
occur between limestone aggregate and acid 
rain. The short-term effects， therefore， are 
modeled as causing short-term modifications 
to the microtexture. 
The model utilizes the Penn State 
Model，14) in which S/I.ん isrelated to microtex-
ture and PNG is related to macrotexture : 
SNv二 SNoe-(PNGIIOO)V (1) 
Table 2. Results of polishing tests with the 
Penn State Reciprocating Pave-
ment Polisher (July 1980) 























































































* This site has been resurfaced. 
where SNv=skid number at velocity V 
(km/h) 
SNo=skid number-speed intercept (lOO/SNo) 
PNG=percent normalized gradient defined as -一一一一一一d(SN)/dv 
and has unit of (h/km). 
Or， for the skid resistance at 64 km/h : 
SN64 = SNo e-O.64 PNG (2) 
The term S凡 (microtexture)has both seasonal and short-term components (SNO/. a
nd 
SNOR)， where the SNOR is the residuals after curve-fitting a seasonal trend SNOR. T
hus， the 
value of SNo at any time can be expressed : 
SNo二 SNoI.十SNOR
(3) 
The SNo deduced from data col1ected throughout the year typical1y exhibits seasona
l 
variations as shown in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the trend for a
 typical asphalt 
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Figure. 2 SNo versus time for asphalt Figure. 3 S.凡versustime for PCC surface 
surface (Pennsylvania site 8， (Pennsylvania site 2， 1980) 
1980) 
concrete surface. The seasonal trends for these cases can be considered to be exponential 
in nature， whereas the trends in the data for PCC surfaces (Figure 3) are linear. 
For asphalt surfaces， the seasonal component is weII described by an exponential 
relationship at any time t when a measurement is made. 
SNOf. = SNOF+ L1SNo e I/T (4) 





SNOFニ thelevel of SNo after the pavement is fuIIy polished. SNOF is independent of 
both seasonal and short-term variations. 
ムSN。ニ thepolish susceptibility of the aggregate (an aggregate property). 
τ= the polishing rate of the aggregate， a combination of aggregate property and 
ADT. 
At any time t when a measurement of SN64 is made， equations (2)， (3)， and (4) combine 
for asphaIt pavement surfaces to yield 
SM4二 (SNOR十 S^ら>F+iJSNoe'tiT)e-O.64PNG 
????
The level of skid resistance at the end of the season(SN64F)can be written， noting that the 
mean of the residuals S^いiszero 
SM4F=SNoF e-O.64PNG (7) 
Substituting equation (7) into equation (6) to eliminate SNOF， and rearranging， produces a 
relationship that can be used to predict the level of skid resistance at the end of the year 
(SM4F) from a measurement taken at any time during the season (SN64) : 
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S^も4Fニ SN64一(SNOR+L1SNoe-t/τ)e-O.64 PNG (8) 
For Pcc surfaces， 
1S九7
S^も4F= SM4 -( S^らけ-74t-t))G O (9) 
The short-term component SNOR in equaticm (3) can be described by variables related to 
weather and texture in the form of the following linear model : 
SNOR=(k十alXl十 {]ZX2十・・・・・・十anXn (10) 
where 
ai二 coefficientdetermined by multiple regression 
Xi= variables related to weather and texture 
(2) Fitting of Seasonal Relationship 
For each site， data were averaged for each month and these averaged SNo were 
assigned at the middle of each month. N ext， the seasonal variations of mothly averaged 
SNo were fitted according to the shifted model instead of equation (4)， since the highest 
recorded values of S凡 atal sites were observed in mid-March (t二 74Jullian days) : 
SNOL=SNoF十L1SNoe-(t-74)/τ ??
Figure 4 graphically shows the basic concept of this model. The procedure to fit the 
data is to vary τwhich is treated as an independent variable and regress the data to 
produce values of SNOF andムSNofor each value of r. 
For PCC surfaces， the following linear model was applied to yield the average value 
of S^か andthe rate of decrease， f'.S^ら/r，where τis fixed at 275 Jullian days (mid-































Figure. 4 The basic concept of mechanistic model 
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Table 3. Parameters of model for seasonal 
variations in skid resistance (1980) 
Asphalt Surface: SNOL = SNOF十L1SNoe一(tー74)/，
Site No. r L1SNo SNOF R2 
1 190 22.8 44.2 0.765 
4 160 26.5 47.9 0.848 
8 80 28.6 43.1 0.919 
9 40 28.0 64.9 0.672 
11 110 19.4 44.2 0.787 
12 210 32.5 46.9 0.795 
13 160 26.6 78.4 0.926 
15 210 31.0 77.0 0.939 
16 170 14.8 34.3 0.656 
17 130 26.4 40.0 0.750 
19 140 19.9 44.2 0.844 
20 90 23.1 57.6 0.893 
21 150 26.2 40.4 0.767 
22 170 32.5 66.7 0.866 
24 190 20.4 39.6 0.720 
25 210 25.3 69.4 0.963 
PCC Surface: SNOL = SNOF十4一1S7N4ーr-t十74)
Site No. r L1SNo SNOF R2 
2 275 12.4 40.5 0.544 
3 275 11.5 66.7 0.546 
10 275 8.2 77.8 0.512 
14 275 9.6 60.6 0.597 
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Figure. 5 Relationship between SNOF and 
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The results of the fitting of the seasonal relationship for al surfaces are summarized 
in Table 3. 
(3) Pred.iction of Seasonal Pararneters 
After the values of the parameters 5NoF， /':，. Sl叫， and T were obtained from measured 
data， methods for predicting these values were attempted. 
1) Prediction of 5^ル
51¥らFis a measure of the microtexture of the pavement after removal of the seasonal 
and short叩termeffects. Thus， itseemed likely that a microtexture parameter could be 
used to predict 5NoF• Monthly measurements of BPN were available for each of the test 
pavements. A linear regression of 5NoF versus BPN， which is the average value of 
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measurements early in the season (April and May)， for asphalt surfaces (see Figure 5) yields 
Sl¥か=-16.32+1.068 BPN 但=0.989) (13) 
A regression for PCC surfaces yields 
SNOF=← 32.83十1.445BPN 印=0.938) ?? ??
Although the number of observations is not large， linear regression yields significantly 
high correlations. 
2) Prediction of I1SNo 
I1SM isa measure of the rejuvenation of skid resistance (see Figure 3) that occurs 
during the winter months as a result of the depolishing effects of winter conditions司 and
also a measure of the polishing susceptibility of the aggregate by traffic. Therefore， BPN 
and ADT seemed likely parameter to be used as predictors. A linear regression of I1SM 
versus BPN and ADT for asphalt surfaces (see Figure 6) yields 
I1SNo = 6.69 + 0.324BPN -0.000852ADT 但=0.921) (15) 
For PCC surfaces : 
I1SM=29.51-0.289BPN -O.OOOl71ADT ぽ=0.796) (16) 
The results indicate that the dipolishing of the pavement as a result of winter deicing 
chemicals is offset by the mechanical polishing that occurs with moderate traffic volumes 
in case of Pennsylvania test sites. The mechanical aspects of pavement rejuvenation 
become important when the winter use of studded tires is considered. 
Data are available for five of the asphalt 
pavements in Pennsylvania， for a period of 
three consecutive winters. In the winter of 
the second year (1978-1979)， the use of 
studded tires was prohibited. Table 4 shows 
that I1SNo isconsistently greater for the two 
winters during which studded tires were used. 
Specifically， I1SNo is greatest for the first 
winter， during which studded tires were used 
by a large number of motorists. It is also 
greater for the third winter， during which 
studded tires were used by a relatively small number of motorists because it was uncertain 
untill late N ovember the use of studs would be permitted. These results seem to support 
the theory that a significant factor in winter rejuvenation of the surface texture is the 
Table 4. L1 SNo for six asphalt pavement 
site over three consecutive winters 
Site No. 
L1SNo 
1977-1978 1978-1979 1979-1980 


























mechanical interaction between tire and pavement. 
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3) Prediction of τ 
The time constant T is associated with the rate of decrease in skid resistance over an 
annual cyc1e and with the polishing rate of an aggregate. Again， BPN andADT appear 
to be usefull parameters for prediction. A linear regression of the data， however， yields 
a poor， though significant， correlation. The resulting relationship for asphalt pavement 
sites IS 
T二 56.3+0.972BPN十0.00721ADT (Rニ0.713) 。7)
The introduction of polishing parameter 250 
BPN2000 instead of BPN is found to signifi-
cantly improve the prediction of τ， yielding 
for Pennsylvania sites (see Figure 7) : 
τ= -22.6+0.00933ADT +2.120BPN2000 
ぽニ0.875) (I8) 
where BP品。00 is reasure of the polish 
susceptibility of the aggregate， and is the 
value of BPN after 2000 cyc1es of polishing 
with 0.05mm (50-m) silica abrasive on the 
Penn State Reciprocating Pavement Polisher. 








T = -22.6+0.00933 ADT + 2.120 BPN2∞O 
R2= 0.765 (R= 0.875) 
100 150 200 250 
MEASURED T 
Figure. 7 Prediction of τfrom ADT and 
BPN2000 for asphalt pavement 
surface 
The seasonal variation in skid resistance are assumed to be a function of pavement 
aggregate properties and traffic density. The short-term residuals， however， are a result 
of rainfall effects， temperature effects， and errors in skid-resistance reasurements. The 
largest source of measurement errors is the variation in the lateral placement of the test 
tire. Hill and Henry15) discussed these three factors on the basis of the 1979 data from 21 
test pavements in Pennsylvania. A multiple regression of SNOR versus dry spell factor 
(DSF) and pavement temperature ( Tp) was performed. The resulting regression equation 
was 
S^ら'Rニ3.79-1.17DSF-0.104 Tp (I9) 
where 
DSFニ In(tR十1)，where tRニ thenumber of days since the last rainfall of 2.5 mm or more， 
with an upper limit of 7 days. Hence， 0三五お手7.
五=pavement temperature at the time of test， measured continuously in the wheel 
path not being tested. 
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The coefficient of this regression was r 0.35. The result thus not yield a good 
prediction of short-term residuals. 
To improve the model， the parameter PNG was introduced， which can be deduced from 
skid-test data by using equation (1) or predicted from a macrotexture measurement.14) A 
multiple regression was performed for the 1980 data. For asphalt pavement surfaces， the 
regression equation is ; 
5f'..恒三 9.971 ~2.654D5F+0. 057 Tp+7.811PNG (Rニ0.522) (20) 
and for PCC surfaces， the regression equation is 
5NoR = ~ 11. 464 ~ 1. 049D5F十0.0005Tp十10.934PNG (R=0.436) (21) 
4. APPLICATION OF MECHANISTIC MODEL 
The application of the mechanistic model requires the measurement of skid number 
gradients. It may be possible to replace gradient measurement by a texture measure-
mene4) or surrogate texture measurements such as blank and ribbed tire data at a single 
speed.16) Also required are a measure of the the BPN of the aggregate early in the season 
(April and May)， before significant polishing take place， and a measure of the BPN of the 
aggregate after polishing with the Penn State Reciprocating Pavement Polisher or a 
similar device (BPN2000). Other data needed are ADT， dry spell factor (DSF)， and pav-
ement temperature (九)， which are al easily measured. 
(1) Prediction of the Adjusted Level of Skid Resistance 
Equations (20) and (21) can be used with equations (8) and (9) to determine the value of 
5N64F after adjustment for seasonal and short-term effects. The models that can be used 
to predict the level of skid resistance at the end of the year (SN64F) for a measurement taken 
at any time during the season (SNム)are for asphalt pavement surfaces : 
51¥ゐ4F二 5N64~ (L15Noe-(ト 74)/r~ 9.971← 2.654D5F+0. 05 T，ρ 
+ 7.811PNG)e-o.64PNG 
and for PCC surfaces : 
15九L




Figure 8 shows the adjusted S入T64Fvalues compared with the original data for asphalt 
surface. Similar results were obtained for al of the other sites. Ideally， 5N64F should be 
constant with time after al the seasonal and short-term effects have been accounted for. 
The comparatively low coefficients obviously limit the ability of regression equations (20) 
and (21) to smooth the data for short-term variations. Figure 9 shows the comparision of 
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Fi伊Ire.8 Comparison of measured and Fi伊 re.9 Comparison of observed SN64F 
adjusted S凡4for asphalt pave- and adjusted S凡4F obtained 
ment surface (site 8， 1980) using the mechanistic model 
observed SNムFvalues which are determined from the terminal values of SNOF and the 
average of the adjusted daily values of SN64F. There is a good agreement between both 
values. 
It is conc1uded that the mechanistic model developed in this study is an effective 
predictor mode1 for estimating seasonally adjusted values of SN64F. Further improvement 
in the correlation between the short-term residuals SNOR and the weather-related para-
meters would improve the ability of the predictor model to smooth the data for short-term 
variations. 
(2) Estimation of Skid Resistance at Any Time from a Measurement Taken on 
Another Day 
The mechanistic model also can be used to estimate the skid number at any time from 
the measurement made on another day. For asphalt pavement surfaces， the seasonally 
adjusted level of skid resistance at day j(SNs4刀)canbe predicted from equation (2) by using 
the related data on day j : 
SN64刀二SNs4j一(SNoe-(むー 74)/r_9.971-2. 654DSFj 
+0.057 Tpj+7. 811PNG;le-o.64il地 。
Similar1y， the seasonally adjusted level of skid resistance at day k (SN64Fk)can be predicted 
from the following equation : 
SN64Fk = SN64k一(SNoe-(品 74)/τ-9.971-2.654DSFk
+0.057 Tpk +7 . 811PNGk)e-o.64四ぬ 。
The value of SN64 is theoretically equal. Taking the ratio of SN64Fk to SNs4Fj and 
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Table 5. Prediction of skid resistance (SN) on day k from a measurement taken on day j by 
use of the mechanistic model (1980) 
Date Site 4 Site 11 Site 16 
Day j Day k PNG Measured Predicted Dif. PNG Measured Predicted Dif. PNG Measured Predicted Dif. 
8/18/80 l. 35 32.0 l.29 27.6 l.58 20.6 
5/02/80 37.0 35.9 l.1 25.2 23.2 2.0 
5/05/80 39.2 35.9 3.3 32.6 3l.4 l.2 22.7 23.4 0.7 
5/07/80 35.0 35.0 。 3l.6 30.4 l.2 22.0 22.5 0.5 
5/08/80 35.6 34.6 l.0 30.8 29.9 0.9 2l.4 22.1 0.7 
5/15/80 38.0 35.5 2.5 32.8 3l.1 l.7 24.0 22.9 l.1 
8121180 l. 29 32.2 l. 23 30.2 一l.41 20.4 
5/02/80 37.0 36.8 0.2 25.2 23.9 l.3 
5/05/80 39.2 36.9 2.3 32.6 34.8 2.2 22.7 24.0 一l.3
5/07/80 35.0 35.9 0.9 3l.6 33.7 2.1 22.0 23.1 l.1 
5/08/80 35.6 35.5 0.1 30.8 33.2 -2.4 2l. 4 22.6 -l.2 
5/15/80 38.0 36.4 l.6 32.8 34.5 l.7 24.0 23.5 0.5 
8/25/80 l.18 33.4 l.19 26.4 l.46 20.7 
5/02/80 37.0 38.7 l.7 25.2 24.2 l.0 
5/05/80 39.2 38.7 0.5 32.6 3l. 3 l.3 22.7 24.3 l.6 
5/07/80 35.0 37.7 2.7 3l.6 30.2 l.4 22.0 23.5 -l.5 
5/08/80 35.6 37.3 l.7 30.8 29.7 l.1 2l.4 22.9 -l.5 
5/15180 38.0 38.2 0.2 32.8 3l.0 l.8 24.0 23.8 0.2 
assuming that PNG is the same on day j and k (which is reasonable given the traffic levels 
on the Pennsylvania sites)， produces a relationship that can be used to predict the level of 
skid resistance on day k from a measurement taken on day j : 
SN6拍二SN64j一(SNoe74!r(e-tj!r -e前)一2.654 (DSFj-DSFk) 
十O.057(九j-Tpk )e-O.64P.叫
The equation for Pcc surfaces can be formed similarly by using equation(23) 
S凡4h=SM4J-4叫ん-tk)-l州 DSFj-DSれ)
十O.0005( Tpj-Tpk )e-O.64PNG; 
。
。
Some results of applying these equations are given in Table 5. In this case， Three 
days (j) in August were used， and the skid resistance on five days (k) in May were estimated 
for asphalt surfaces. The results show that there is a good agreement between measured 
SN64k and predicted SN64k for each site. Therefore， itis concluded that the mechanistic 
model can be used to predict the skid resistance at any day either in the future or in the 
past on the basis of measurement taken at any other time. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the development of mechanistic model 
and its applications : 
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(1) Based on some observations about seasonal variations in skid resistance， an effec-
tive and simple mechanistic model that treats the seasonal and short-term variations 
separately has been developed. In this model， itis hypothesized that seasonal variation is 
due to a reduction in the microtexture and the macrotexture as a result of the polishing and 
wear of the aggregate. 
(2) It was found that the level of skid resistance at the beginning of the spring is a 
function of surface microtexture as measred by BPN， average daily traffic volume (ADT)， 
and mechanical effects such as the roughening of the surface by studded tires in winter. 
(3) The level of S凡 afterthe long-and short-term effects have been removed， SNOF， can 
be predicted by the average BPN obtained over a number of tests made in April and May. 
(4) The rate of decrease，τ， inskid resistance due to polishing of the aggregate can be 
adeQuately predicted by ADT， and by BP凡000data obtained using the Penn State Reci-
procating Pavement Polisher. Other polishing devices also may be usefuIl in providing 
data to predict r， but suitable relationship would have to be developed. 
(5) The short-term variations (SNOR) can be predicted by the dry spell factor (DSF)， 
pavement temperature ( T，ρ) and macrotexture parameter PNG， but futher study is needed 
to improve the prediction of SNOR • 
(6) Based on the result of an application of this model to the 1980 data， itis concluded 
that the mechanistic model is effective predictor model for estimating seasonaIly adjusted 
values of SNム
(7) Further application of this model have been made to predict the skid resistance at 
any day from a measurement taken on a different day. Based on this result， itis 
concluded that the mechanistic model can be used to predict the skid resistance at any day 
either in the future or in the past on the basis of measurement taken at any other day. 
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Abstract 
The prediction model for the ratio of skid numbers obtained with the ribbed E 501 test tire to those 
obtained with the blank E 524 test tire at any speed has been developed using data from 22 pavement test 
sites in Pennsylvania. The prediction is based on the Penn State Model for skid resistance-speed behavior. 
The model was developed as a function of a macrotexture parameter defined by sand-patch mean texture 
depth (MTD). An application of this model permits the prediction of the blank-tire skid number at any 
speed from a measured ribbed-tire skid number and a macrotexture measurement. A simplified model for 
the blank-tire skid number at 64 km/h (40 mph) test speed was also developed. Values calculated from 
both models show good agreement with each other as well as with the actual data. 
Another effort in this study was to relate skid resistance measured with both types of test tires to 
pavement texture. The results show a strong relationship between skid numbers with both test tires and 
pavement macrotexture and microtexture. Therefore， ifa pavement skid-resistance survey is performed 
with both the blank E 524 and the ribbed E 501 test tires， the levels of macrotexture and microtexture can 
readily be estimated. 
The seasonal and short-term variations in data with the two tires also were compared. It was found 
that the short-term variations in the blank tire data do not pose at great a problem as those in the ribbed 
tire data. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Adequate tire-pavement friction on wet pavement surfaces is important for maintain-
ing safe vehicle operation. The wet-pavement friction of the primary highway systems of 
most states in monitored in annual surveys according to the test procedure specified by 
ASTM Method of Test E 274-79， "Skid Resistance of Paved Surfaces Using a Full-Scale 
Tire".I) This method provedes the skid resistance of the wet pavement with a ribbed test 
tire specified by ASTM Standard E 501-76， "Standard Tire for Pavement Skid-Resistance 
* Dr.Eng.， Associate Professor of Civil Engineering， Muroran Institute of Technology， Muroran， 
Hokkaido， JAPAN 
* * Sc. D.， Professor of Mechanical Enginnering， and Acting Director of Pennsylvania Transportation 
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(.65 x.65 mm groves on 25 mm spacingl 
Figure. 1 Comparison of the geometry of the interface of 
a ribbed tire and a typical grooved pavement 
Tests"，l) under fully specified test conditions. The E 501 test tire has seven smooth 
longitudinal ribs separated by six grooves which provide for drainage of water from the 
tire-pavement surfaces as the tire slides over the wetted pavement during the test. The 
specification requires that the tire be discarded when the minimum depth of the grooves 
reaches 4 mm. 
Recently the use of the E 501 test tire for evaluating wet-pavement safety has been 
questioned.2)，3) Pavement grooving is widely accepted as an effective means of reducing 
wet skidding accidents. It has been noted， however， that the skid number measured with 
the ribbed tire is not significantly improved by grooving.')，5) In a Michigan study， skid 
resistance measurements with both ribbed and blank tires were made at a site with a high 
rate of wet-pavement accidents， before and after longitudinal grooving.6) Wet-pavement 
accidents decreased dramatically in the grooved areas， which showed only a slight increase 
in skid resistance when measured with the ribbed tire， but a large increase when the blank 
tire was used. Figure 1 shows a conceptualized ribbed test tire profile superimposed on a 
typical grooving pattern. Since the presence or absence of the grooves does not affect the 
skid number， itis apparent that sufficient drainage is provided by the tire grooves. 
Therefore， ifthe skid number measured with the ribbed test tire were a true measure of 
safety， pavement grooving could not be justified. Because of its adequate drainage， the 
ribbed test tire is not sensitive to the drainage capability provided by the pavement 
macrotexture. The skid resistance measured with the ribbed test tire on dense-graded 
(fine textured) pavements would not predict the low friction potential that such a pavement 
might have for a car with worn tires on a pavement with a thick water film.7) 
Several state agencies are investigating the use of the blank tire specified by ASTM 
Standard E 524-76， "Smooth-Tread Standard Tire for Special-Purpose Pavement Skid-
Resistance Test"，'J A study in Connecticut suggested that tests with the blank tire 
correlate with wet-pavement accident frequency， especially hydroplaning accidents， re-
gardless of pavement type.8) A study in Virginia on 31 test sites， both bituminous and 
portland cement concrete pavements， compared the skid numbers measured with both 
blank and ribbed tires by grouping the pavements by texture depth.9) On some 
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sponsored by the Federal Highway Administration was initiated at the Pennsylvania State 
University to obtain additional data in Pennsylvania and to compare the results indicate 
that the E 501 tire is a poor discriminator of macrotexture_ Although its use may 
adequately rank the safety of pavements with a narrow range of macrotexture， itcannot 
compare， for example， dense-graded asphalt pavements with open-graded ones， orgrooved 
portland cement concrete pavements with ungrooved ones_ Based on these results， ithas 
been concluded that the ribbed E 501 test tire provides a good evaluation of microtexture， 
but is not sensitive to macrotexpure， which is a significant factor in wet-pavement safety. 
Ideally， a pavement skid-resistance survey should be performed with both the ribbed 
E 501 and the blank E 524 tires. By comparing the skid-resistance values from both tires， 
one can readily estimate the levels of microtexture and macrotexture and thus assess the 
cause of poor skid resistance and the choice and likelihood of success of corrective 
measures. 
In this paper， a prediction model is developed which can be used to estimate the skid-
resistance level with a blank tire from the actual measurements made with the ribbed tire 
and from the pavement macrotexture. An attempt is made also to develop the relation-
ship between pavement texture and skid resistance with both tires. 
2. DATA BASE 
Data are avaiable from tests with both the blank and the ribbed test tires on the 22 
pavement test sites of the skid-resistance program conducted by the Pennsylvania State 
University. These sites represent a variety of aggregates and mix designs， and include 
both asphalt and portland cement concrete. The pavements are subject to a wide range 
of average daily traffic. The skid tests were made in the transient slip modelO) which not 
only provides 5N64 data according to the ASTM Method of Test E 274， but also yields 
brake slip numbers at 16， 32， and 48 km/h， which can be used to approximate 5M6' S.凡2，
and 5MB for both blank and ribbed test tires. Texture measurements made at each site 
included British pendulum number (BPN) according to ASTM Method of Test E 3031)， and 
mean texture depth (MTD) by the sand-patch test according to the PCA method.1l 
3. ROLE OF PAVEMENT TEXTURE IN SKID RESISTANCE 
When skid testing is performed with a particular test tire， the pavement surface 
properties are the main factors that influence the measurement. The pavement surface 
characteristics that influence skid resistance can be divided into two scales : microtexture 
and macrotexture. Microtexture， with a space frequency content greater than 2000 cycles 
per meter， isa function of the asperities and surface roughness of individual aggregate 
particles. Macrotexture， with a space frequency range from 25 to 2000 cycles per meter， 
is a function of aggregate gradition.12) Microtexture penetrates the water film to provide 
direct contact with the tire， while macrotexture provides channels for water to escape from 
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the tire-pavement interface. Macrotexture thus plays an important role in the prevention 
of wet-pavement accidemts. 
Leu and Henryl3) have shown that skid number data decrease exponentially with speed 
according to the Penn State Model : 
PNιv 
SNv二 SNoe 百τν
SNv=skid number atvelocity V (km/h) 
SNo=skid number-speed intercept 
(1) 
100dSN 
PNG = percent normalized gradient defined as :一一一一一一一andhas units of 
SN dV 
km/h. 
They also have found that， for the ribbed tire test data， SNo is highly correlated with 
such microtexture parameters as height of the microtexture profile and BPN， and that the 
rate at which the skid number decreases with speed， described by PNG， iscorrelated with 
macrotexture parameters such as the height of macrotexture profiles and sand-patch mean 
texture depth.同 Asignificant advantage of this model is that it separates the effects 
macrotexture and microtexture. Good skid resistance at traffic speeds such as 64 km/h 
requires high levels of both macrotexture and microtexture. 
4. THE BLANK TEST TIRE 
The blank test tire is， except for the absense of the grooves， the same as the E 501 
ribbed tire. Clearly， its contribution to the 
tire司pavementinterface drainage capability is 
zero and one would therefore expect it to 
produce data with a strong dependence upon 
macrotexture for measurements at 64 km/h. 
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The blank tire is an extreme case， with 4 
actual tires ranking between it and the ribbed 
tire in drainage capability. However， an 
intermediate test tire， for example， one with SN64 
shallower grooves， would be impractical as it 
would have a very limited useful life. That 
is， either the grooves must be sufficiently 
deep that their depth does not affect the test， 
or they must be absent. 
It has been suggested that a dis-
advantage of the blank tire is that it also is 





pavement. ASTM Method of Test E 2741) 
specifies water flow rates which would 
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produce a water film thichness of 0.5 mm (0.02 in.) if al the water were to lie uniformly on 
the pavement in the tire path. Actual film thicknesses are undoutedly somewhat les. 
The ribbed tire with its terminal mean effective tread depth of 0.97 mm (0.038 in.) can easily 
permit the escape of this amount of water or more without a noticeable decrease in friction. 
Tests were run with both tires over four pavements with water flow from 6.8 to 22.7 m3/ 
h (30 to 100 galjmin) and the results are shown in Figure 2. Although the effect of the rate 
of water delivery to the test tire is pronounced for the blank tire， there is no severe problem 
if reasonable calibration of the water flow rate is maintained. At 64 km/h the ribbed tire 
can accept as much as three times the normal water flow rate without affecting the data 
by more than three skid numbers.2) The fact that it is insensitive to water flow rate casts 
doubt on the validity of the ribbed tires as a means of evaluating pavements for wet 
weather safety. 
5. PREDICTION MODEL OF SKID NUMBER WITH BLANK TIRE 
(1) Skid Number-Speed Relationship for Blank and Ribbed Tires 
The skid number-speed relationship for blank and ribbed tires can be developed using 
the Penn State Model， given as equation (1). A model for ribbed tire data can be expressed 
in the from : 
PNGR" 
SNI!= SNo" e τ百0'
and for blank tire data : 
SN{f = SNl e-~普BV
whぽe SN ~= skid number with the ribbed tire at velocity V (km/h) 
SN ~= skid number with the blank tire at velocity V (km/h) 
SNg =skid number.speed intercept for the ribbed tire 
SNff =skid number.speed intercept for the blank tire 
P N GR = percent normalized gradient for the ribbed tire 
PNGB =percent normalized gradient for the blank tire 
The ratio of SN {f to SN {J is then formed : 
SN{f SN{f ~(PNGR_PNG 弓 V/l OO
SN{J SN{J ~ 
iJPNG . 
or SN(f = SN(f Co e百 OV
where 





If it is possible to correlate co andムPNGwith pavement texture， equation (4) or (5) 
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Table 1. Skid Resistance and Texture Data 
Type of Summer 1979b C。 L1PNG Fal 1979c 
Site Pavementa C岨 MTD (SNOB j SNOR) (hjkm) C岨 MTD BPN 
(mm) (mm) 
DG 0.529 0.263 0.451 0.250 0.530 0.263 44.0 
2 PCC 0.554 0.300 0.541 0.072 0.557 0.338 58.5 
3 PCC 0.527 0.263 0.513 0.163 0.562 0.325 69.0 
DG 0.642 0.225 0.589 0.078 0.611 0.200 56.5 
7 PCC 0.551 0.225 0.512 0.191 0.575 0.250 69.0 
自 DG 0.830 0.700 0.801 0.072 0.901 0.700 41. 0 
9 DG 0.724 0.588 0.722 0.109 。ー766 0.575 47.5 
10 PCC 0.430 0.225 0.456 0.445 0.527 0.213 65.5 
11 DG 0.630 0.263 0.537 0.172 0.597 0.338 51.0 
12 DG 0.741 0.438 0.681 0.200 0.769 0.375 57.5 
13 OG 0.914 1.025 0.934 0.025 0.939 1.113 87.0 
14 PCC 0.515 0.325 0.495 0.272 0.583 0.325 60.5 
15 OG 0.996 1.388 0.936 0.034 0.973 1.263 78.0 
16 OG 0.671 0.250 0.583 0.166 0.632 0.338 43.0 
17 DG 0.878 0.925 0.862 0.044 0.842 0.825 52.5 
18 PCC 0.667 0.463 0.674 0.100 0.696 0.400 68.5 
19 DG 0.536 0.413 0.562 0.159 0.603 0.375 48.5 
20 DG 0.657 0.413 0.610 0.141 0.646 0.375 58.0 
21 OG 0.968 1.138 0.876 0.044 0.927 1.163 51.0 
22 OG 0.969 1.250 1.001 0.001 0.985 1.488 81. 0 
24 DG 0.534 0.275 0.508 0.125 0.547 0.313 51.0 
25 OG 0.717 0.765 0.681 0.097 0.742 0.575 75.5 
'PCCニ portlandcement concrete: DG = dense graded asphalt cocrete; OG = open graded asphalt concrete 
bValues are averaged for July and August， 1979 
c Values are averaged for September and October， 1979 
can be used to predict blank-tire skid number from measured ribbed-tire skid number and 
pavement texture at any speed. It has been shown in studies in Ilinois14) and New York15) 
that the difference between the ribbed-tire and blank-tire skid number is a function of 
macrotexture， with larger differences at low macrotexture than at high macrotexture. 
Therefore， itis assumed that both CO and /'，.PNG are the function of macrotexture. 
(2) CO Versus Macrotexture 
To test the hypothesis that a macrotexture parameter can be used to predict Co， and 
attempt was made to correlate CO with mean texture depth， MTD， for the data obtained in 
the fal of 1979 (see Table 1). A high degree of correlation was found， as shown in Figure 
3. A least squares regression analysis yields : 
CO = 0.87 (MTD)0.413 (R二 0.958)
????
where MTD isexpressed in mm here and in subsequent equations. 
(3) ムPNGVersus Macrotexture 
Next， a correlation betweenムPNGand MTD was attempted as means of testing the 
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Fi伊lre.5 Comparison of measured SN~2 Figure. 6 Comparison of measured SNι 
and estimated SN~2 and estimated SN~4 
hypothesis thatムPNGcan be predicted by macrotexture data_ In Figure 4， 6 PNG is 
plotted against MTD for the 20 test sites_ The resulting relationship is 
6PNG=0_0238 (MTD)-1.75 (R=0_817) (7) 
The result shows that the difference between the ribbed tire and blank tire values for 
PNG decrease sharply as macrotexture increases and approaches zero at high macrotex-
ture_ 
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Prediction of Skid Nurnbers with the Blank Tire frorn Ribbed Tire Measurernents 
and Macrotexture 
By combining equations (5)， (6)， and (7)， a relationship between skid number with the 
blank tire(SNP)， skid number with the ribbed tire(SNs)， sand-patch mean texture depth 
(MTD)， and speed (V) can be obtained : 
(4) 
(8) 
Skid number values at 32 km/h (SN3~) and at 64 km/h (SN品)， calculated from the 
ribbed tire data at the corresponding speed and macrotexture using equation (8)， are 
compared with measured skid numbers in Figures 5 and 6， respectively. Both figures show 
excellent agreement between measured skid numbers and predicted ones. 
(5) Sirnplified Model for Testing Speed， 64 krn/h (40 rnph) 
The skid test is usually performed at 64 km/h (40mph). The model in equation (8) can 
be used to predict the skid number with the blank tire at the test speed of 64 km/h， as 
shown in Figure 6， but this model is somewhat complicated. Therefore， a simplified model 
was developed. 
The skid number measured with the blank tire at 64 km/h is designated as SNl{ and 
with the ribbed tire as SNlt The ratio of SNよtoSNli， defined as C64=SN~/SN~， is 
again correlated with macrotexture， MTD， for the data obtained from the 22 test sites in 
the summer and fal of 1979 (listed in Table 1). In Figure 7， C64 is plotted against MTD. 
A least squares regression analysis yields 
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C64二 0.887(MTD)036 (R = 0.969) (9) 
or 
SN6~ ニ 0.887 SN6~ (MTD)o.36 
?? ??
Similarly， an expression for C64 can be developed from equation (8) ; Figure 7 shows the 
results of both equations (8) and (9). Agreement is seen to be very good， but equation (8) 
must not be used for macrotexture levels below those used in the development of the model， 
i. e.， below 0.25 mm. 
The relationship between skid nun'l.bers with both the blank and ribbed tires at 64 km/ 
h for various macrotexture levels is presented graphically in Figure 8. Conversely it could 
be shown that one can predict the mean texture depth by using this relationship when the 
skid resistance with both the ribbed and blank tires is known for the pavement. 
6. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SKID RESISTANCE WITH BOTH TEST 
TIRES AND PAVEMENT TEXTURE 
(1) Ribbed Versus Blank-Tire Skid Test Concept 
In an attempt to better define the skid-resistance values of pavements， Henry2l has 
compared the skid-resistance data measured with both the ribbed and blank test tires in the 
fal of 1978. The data are plotted in Figure 9 with MTD and BPN. Examination of 
Figure 9 shows that the ribbed tire ranks the pavements more strongly according to 
microtexture (BPN) than does the blank tire. The blank tire， however， ranks both 
according to microtexture (BPN) and macrotexture (MTD)， while the ribbed tire is unable 
to distinguish differences in macrotexture. 
Linear regression equations were used to relate the test results for each tire to a 
measure of microtexture， defined by BPN measurements， and a mearure of macrotexture， 
defined by MTD as determined from sand叩patchtests. The resulting regression equations 
have shown that the ribbed-tire skid number is highly sensitive to surface microtexture， 
while the blank-tire skid number is sensitive to both macrotexture and microtexture. The 
expression for BPN and MTD were preliminary at that time and needed further validation. 
However， the concept of using both types of skid test data shows promise as an indirect 
macrotexture and microtexture measurement method. 
(2) Correlation of Skid N umbers with Texture Data 
Data are available from skid tests which were conducted with both tires during April 
and October in 1979 and 1980 on 22 test sites in Pennsylvania. As in the previous study， 
linear regression equations were used to correlate the test results for each tire with BPN 
and MTD. The multiple regression analysis was performed on al data in the form : 
SN6~ 二 ao 十 a1MTD+ a2BPN ??
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(12) SNt.ニ bo十 b1MTD十 b2BPN
where MTD is expressed in mm. 





SNl4 = -9.7十4.72 MTD十 0.766BPN 
SNl4ニー19.5+17.3 MTD十 0.628BPN 
The coefficients are very similar to the early results， and they confirm the conclusion 
that skid measurements with the ribbed test tire are highly sensitive to pavement surface 
microtexture and relatively insensitive to macrotexture， while skid measurements with the 
blank test tire are sensitive to both macrotexture and microtexture. 
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(3) Correlation of Texture Data to Skid Numbers 
Equations (13) and (14) could be solved for BPN and MTD in terms of both SN~4 and 
SNrg. However， in order to examine the validity of the correlation， linear regression of 
the data was performed to relate BPN and MTD to skid numbers with both tires. The 
multiple regression analysis was performed on al data in the form : 
BPN二 Co十 Cl SN6~ 十 C2 SN6~ 
MTD二 d。十 d1 SN6~ + d2 S人Tl!
where MTD has units of mm. 
The resulting regression equations are 
BPN = 20.0+0.405 SN6~ + 0.039 SNt. 







As expected， the result for BPN shows that SNt. plays only a small role in the 
prediction of the level of BPN， and it may be possible to predict BPN solely from SNl'.. 
To test this hypothesis， an attempt was made to correlate BPN with SN6~ for al data 
avaiable. The least squares analysis yields 
BPN二 22.2十 0.998SN6~ (R = 0.894) (19) 
7. COMPARISON OF SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN SKID 
WITH THE RIBBED AND BLANK TIRES 
RESISTANCE 
Skid-resistance measurements with the ribbed tire on public highways in Pennsylvania 
and other states have exhibited seasonal and short-term variations，l6)，17) Extreme seasonal 
variations as high as 30 skid numbers have been observed， with more typical variations in 
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program in which skid resistance is ai1 important factor. 
Data are available form tests with the ribbed and blank tires for 1980. Figures 10 and 
11 compare seasonal variations in skid number， SN64 ， with the ribbed and blank tires for a 
dense.graded asphalt surface and for a portland cement concrete surface， respectively. 
These figures show clearly that long.term (seasonal) variations for both tires exhibit 
almost the same trend， whereas short-term (daily) variations for both tires are significantly 
different. The short-term variations in skid resistance with the ribbed tire show fairly 
large fluctuations which are the result of rainfall， pavement temperature， and short-term 
changes of microtexture parameters and PNG.18) On the other hand， the short-term 
fluctuations with the blank tire are small and probably negligible. The standard devia-
tions of the skid numbers with the ribbed tire are 1.83 for the asphalt surface and 2.05 for 
the portland cement concrete surface， while those with the blank tire are 0.65 and 0.91， 
respectively. It can be concluded from these results that the measurements with the blank 
test tire are not sensitive to the short-term variations and that the blank tire， therefore， is
less of a problem with respect to shert-term variations in skid-resistance measurements. 
8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this study， the prediction model for the ratio of skid resistance with the ribbed tire 
to that with the blank tire at any speed has been developed using the Penn State Model for 
skid resistance-speed behavior. The model was developed as a function only of a macro-
texture parameter， described by the sand-patch mean texture depth (MTD). An applica-
tion of this model permits the prediction of skid-resistance levels with the blank tire at any 
speed from a measured skid number with the ribbed tire at the same speed and a 
macrotexture measurement. For the user's convenience， a simplified model for the 
prediction of skid number with the blank tire at a test speed of 64 km/h (40 mph) has been 
developed. The values calculated from both models show good agreement. 
This study also has shown that the ribbed E 501 tire provides a good evaluation of 
microtexture， but is not sensitive to macrotexture， which is an important factor in wet-
pavement safety. The blank E 524 tire is sensitive to both macrotexture and microtex 
ture. If both macrotexture and microtexture measurements are made， one can readily 
estimate the level of skid resistance. Conversely， ifa pavement skid-resistance survey is 
performed with both the ribbed and blank tires， one can estimate the level of pavement 
microtexture and macrotexture. The fact that skid-test trailers are extensively used by 
most states means that this indirect texture measurement concept can be easily and 
relatively inexpensively implemented. If skid-resistance surveys are performed only with 
one tire， the blank E 524 tire appears to be the stronger candidate， especially since it is 
more sensitive to macrotexture and poses a lesser problem for short-term wariations in 
skid resistance. 
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Analytical Study on the Settlement Process of Structures 
on Cohesive Soils 
Tsutomu TSUCHIY A and Kazuo OHTSUKI 
Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the settlement process of structures which are supported 
by the friction piles or spread foundations on cohesive soils. 
Three.dimensional element is derived from the effective stress principle， and four structure.foundation 
models are analyzed by the finite element method. 
The results are summarized as follows : a large amount of differential settlements occuar at undrained 
stage， although the total settlement of structures is made up of an undrained component and a consolida 
tion component. The total settlements and the differential ones are significantly affected by the rigidity 
of piles and that of superstructures， respectively. And further， the friction piles are effective to reduce the 














































ただし， {σ}={ぬ σy 仇免y'l'yZτZX }T 
{σ'}={σLσLσ'~ 'Z"xyτyz 勾x}T 







νs F νs 。。1-νi o 1-2凶一
Sym 
。。 “ 1-2νJ o O-~一。。。。o 1-2νJ 
2 
Ei:粘土骨格の弾性係数，バ:粘土骨格のポアソン比






{f} = [N]・{ δ(4)
ただし， {f}={u v wF 
N， N2…Ns 0 0 …o 0 0…o 1 
[NトI0 0 … o N， N2…Ns 0 0 ・o I 
o 0 …000…o N， N2…NsJ 
Ni= (1+ ξ ・ ~i) ・ (1+η・ηi)・(1+ S . Si) /8 
ξ=x/a，長二xJa，η=y/b，ηi=y;/b，s=z/c，岳=zJc
{ o}ニ {u，U2……Us v， V2……Vs w， W2……Ws} T， i = 1， 2，…… 8 
全ての節点で変位が与えられれば，要素内任意位置の歪度{ε}は弾性論より，
{ε} = [B]・{ δ(5)
57 
土屋勉・大築和夫
ただし， aN1 aNz コ町・・・一一18 0 0 ・ o 0 0 . 0 ax ax ox 
。 ? ?? ? 。N1 aN2 aN8 
ay ay ay 
? ?? ?
aNl aNz aNR o 0 ・ 000 ・ O ・・・ー 」。z az oz 
[B]二|。N，aN2 aNs aN1 aNz コ1¥1・ ・ o 0 … O 
ay ay ay ax ax ax 
。 aN1 aN2 aN8 aN1 aN2 aN8 0 ・ 0 一一一←…一一一一一一一一一az az az ay ay oy 
aN， aN2 aNR aN唱 aN2 aNR ・ o 0 ・ 0 ・
az az az ax ax ax 
ここで， (3)式に(2)，(4)， (5)式を代入し，節点力を {F} として整理すると，





たアごし， {F}={X1 Xz……X8 Y1 YZ……Y8 ZI Zz……Z8}T 
Xi， Yi， Zi の節点の x，Y， z方向節点力
(Kd:有効応力の剛性マトリックス
(KpJ :過剰j間隙水圧マトリックス=[Kpu Kpv KpwJ T 
[KpuJ二 Ev.b.c[-1 -1 -1 -1 1 l]T 
[Kpv J =Ev・a.c[一1-1 1 -1 -1 1J T 
[KpwJ三 Ev・a.b[-l 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1JT 
{δ) :節点変位
{H} :過剰間隙水圧の比例係数




δN1δNzδN8 dN1 dNz dN8 dN1 δNz コ1¥T
・一一一一一一一三…一・一一一一十一一一…・コデJ{δ} (7) 
δx dx dx dy dy δY dz dz d 
(7)式の両辺に Ev. 8 abcを乗ずると，
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δεy dQx ， dQy δQz 一一一=一一一一+-~Jー+一一一­dtδxδyδz 
エヨ2pW ，，- d2pw ， '- d2pw -=(kx ・一一子 +ky ・一一子 +kz ・て~: ) γw dx' dy' dz' (10) 




















δεv εv(t+M)εv (t) 
δt M 
???
δ2pW .P6-PO) /ん一 (PO-P5)/ん
δx2 寸 (ん十ん)/2 
(12) 
δ2pW .P4 -PO) /ん一(PO-P3)/ん
δy2 寸 ([3十ん)/2 (13) 
δ2pW .P2-PO)/ん (PO-P1)/ I 
dz2 ・ (l+ん)/2
(1)-制式を制式に代入して整理すると，
2 ，l5 (P6-PO) -k(PO-P5) 
εv(t+M)ニム (t)+ムt.-~-{ 
γw 







2. 2. 1 解析モデル
精度の検討は，すでに精解が求められている(16)式に示す TerzaghilO)の一次元庄密問題の解
と比較することによって行う。







吊 1111 l 排水面 kx， ky， kz二 O.12cm/day
l 置換
|圧密係数 粘土骨絡の日in'~ti系激







モデル名 R2 R4 R6 R8 18 R12 R16 
「ー 「ー
1/8T 1/ 16 「 1/12 1116T 1/6 1/16 " " " " 1/8 " " 分 1/2 " " " " " 1/4 " " 者リ " " " " " ~ " " " " " 1/4 " " " " " 式 1/2 " " " " 1/8 " 1/4 1/6 1/ 16 " " ー」 」 1/8~ 1/16--L 1/1 1/16--L 
」一一一一一
表-2 全層圧密度 ※下段は理論値との比
Tv 0.01 0.05 。10 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1. 00 
理論値 0.113 0.252 0.357 0.504 0.698 0.816 0.887 0.931 
R2 
0.026 。125 0.234 0.414 0.656 0.799 0.882 0.931 
0.230 0.496 0.655 0.821 0.940 0.979 0.994 1.000 
0.051 0.205 0.334 0.498 0.695 0.812 0.885 0.929 
本 R4 0.451 0.813 0.936 0.988 0.996 0.995 0.998 0.998 
0.071 0.240 0.354 0.503 0.696 0.814 0.885 0.930 
解 R6 
0.628 0.952 0.991 0.998 0.997 0.998 0.998 0.999 
相T R8 
0.087 0.250 0.357 0.504 0.697 0.815 0.886 0.930 。770 0.992 1.000 1.000 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 
i責 0.106 0.253 0.357 0.504 0.698 0.815 0.887 0.930 R12 
0.938 1.004 1.000 1.000 1. 000 0.999 1.000 1.000 
R16 
0.112 0.253 0.357 0.504 0.698 0.815 0.887 0.931 










0.01においては R16を除く全てのモテ守ルの精度は悪いが， Tvニ0.05になると R8以上のモ































































2. 2. 3 時間刻みの検討




































ると， 30日， 20日， 10日と M をノj、き <11 
くするにつれて全般的に理論値に近づ、 。
く傾向があるが，更に 5日 2日 1
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R8モデル
図-6 時間刻みと全層圧密度
2 10 20 30 
時間刻み は (day)
ムt(day) 
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芹用柱梁戸EF. 再開柱梁!ぷ-!
1111 r摩擦杭 1111↑摩擦杭正






















を用いた場合の圧密過程の限界時間刻みは r Yo-晶ー 一一 一VT③ T ⑧唱。
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モデル名 RP FP RS FS 
上部構造の剛性 有 無 有 無
基礎型式 摩擦抗 直接
上
基礎梁断面 (cmXcm) 40X120 40X 120 
部
2，3， R階梁断面 ( 1 ) 40X80 40X80 
柱断面 ( 1 ) 60X60 60X60 
構
ヤング係数 Ec (kg/cm') 2.1X10' 2.1X10' 
造
勢断弾性係数Gc (11) 0.9X10' 0.9X10' 
外径 D ( cm ) 40 
キ元
肉厚 t ( cm ) 6.5 
ヤング係数 Ep (kg/cm') 4.2X10' 
勢断弾性係数 Gp ( 1 ) 1.8X10' 
地
水中単位体積重量 y'(t/凶) 0.7 
透水係数kx，ky，kz(cm/ day) 0.12 
盤
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図-12
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縮カ，建物周辺地盤で引張力を示す。これらの値は RSや FSでは z2-z3層て最大となり，そ
こから深〈或いは浅くなる程小きくなる。それに対して RPや FPでは杭先端以深の要素
(z 7-z 8層)て最大となり， z 1-z 5層の値は極めて小さい。
図 14は杭1本当りの杭体軸力 Npを示したものであるが，FPでは④-tE)の各杭の Npはほ
ぽ同じような分布となる。それに対して，RPでは隅角部⑥の値は中央部⑧に比べて極めて大き
なくなっているため，杭体の 1/2にわたり周面摩擦力がフルモビライズの状態に達している。

























図-14 杭体軸力分布 Np 
R S 
F S (5t/m') 
Cρ 
ーー R P 












柱聞の相対沈下量を比較した表 5によると， FS， FP， RS， RPの順に小きくなっている O 特
に，上部構造の剛性のある RPおよび RSでは FPおよび、FSに比べて 1/5，1/10と極めて小さ
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み入 δAB δBC o'CE o'EF δBD δDE Y。断面 y，断面 Y2断面o'AC δBE o'CF 
RP 0.56 l.36 0.40 0.85 0.52 l. 24 l.92 (0.18) l. 76 (0.18) 1.25 (0.20) 
FP 2.40 8.13 l.45 4.95 2.12 7.46 10.53 9.58 6.40 
RS 0.60 l.36 0.45 0.96 0.56 l.25 l.96 (0.08) l.81 (0.08) l.41 (0.10) 
FS 3.31 21.32 2.05 1l. 77 2.56 20.81 24.63 23.37 13.82 
3. 2. 2 排水状態の挙動
A)過剰間隙水圧pw.有効応力度 σL，杭体軸力 Np :図-17はRPおよびRSモデルについ
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図-18 は Pw， σ~ ， Np による断面全体の建物荷重分担率を，0日(非排水状態)， 100日， 500 
日， 2000日，∞(終局状態)についてプロットしたものである。それによると， RSでは Terzaghi
の一次元圧密として求めた値と一致するのに対して， RPでは杭による分担率が高〈全体的な
分布もかなり異なる。すなわち，図-17のRPでもみられたが，排水が始まると z3-z5層の












































500 2000 00 
2.38 2.45 2.46 
2.57 2.68 2.70 
6.75 6.65 6.64 
2.85 3.00 3.01 
7.29 7.21 7.19 
13.28 12.72 12.67 
2.36 2.35 2.35 
2.51 2.51 2.51 
6.64 6.64 6.64 
2.68 2.67 2.67 
6.96 6.96 6.96 
15.75 15.81 15.81 
量wと相対沈下量 δを示したものである。それによると，建物中央部の圧密沈下は FS，RS， 
FP， RPの順に小きくなり，即時沈下の場合と同様で、ある o 圧密沈下と即時沈下の割合を比較
すると， RPやRSでは各柱位置ともほぼ同じであるのに対し， FPゃFSではその比が中央部
で0.5-0.8，端部で2程度となっている O









¥モ¥デ/レ¥¥¥削¥ay」)l(即時o沈下) 100 500 2000 C口 圧密沈下
WA 12.92 16.43 20.04 23.08 23.48 10.56 
B 12.36 15.87 18.48 22.55 22.95 10.59 
C 11.00 14.53 18.17 21.31 21. 72 10.72 
D 11.84 15.36 18.98 22.07 22.47 10.63 
RP E 10.60 14.15 17.80 20.96 21. 37 10.77 
F 9.75 13.37 17.04 20.25 20.67 10.92 
o'AC 1. 92 1. 90 1. 87 1. 77 1. 76 0.16 
CF 1. 25 1.16 1.13 1. 06 1. 05 -0.20 
AF 3.17 3.06 3.00 2.83 2.81 0.36 
W A 21. 64 26.43 30.31 33.28 33.65 12.01 
B 19.24 23.73 27.55 30.53 30.92 11.68 
C 11.11 14.96 18.58 21.66 22.07 10.96 
D 17.12 21. 31 25.08 28.09 28.48 11.36 
FP E 9.66 13目32 16.85 19.91 20.33 10.67 
F 4.71 7.97 11.42 14.48 14.93 10.22 
δAC 10.53 11.47 11.73 11.62 11.58 1. 05 
CF 6.40 6.99 7.16 7.18 7.14 0.74 
AF 16.93 18.46 18.89 18.80 18.72 1. 79 
W A 24.93 33.84 41. 28 48.61 49.95 25.02 
B 24.33 33.26 40.69 48.02 49.36 25.03 
C 22.97 31. 89 39.29 46.61 47.95 24.98 
D 23.77 32.73 40.14 47.46 48.81 25.04 
RS E 22.52 31. 45 38.84 46.16 47.50 24.98 
F 21. 56 30.47 37.84 45.15 46.49 24.93 
δAC 1. 96 1. 95 1. 99 2.00 2.00 0.04 
CF 1. 41 1. 42 1. 45 1. 46 1. 46 0.05 
AF 3.37 3.37 3.44 3.46 3.46 0.09 
W A 45.26 60.08 70.28 78.07 79.42 34.16 
B 41. 95 55.45 65.07 72.79 74.14 32.19 
C 20.63 29.53 37.71 45.24 46.58 25.95 
D 39.39 51. 75 60.86 68.50 69.85 30.46 
FS E 18.58 26.82 34.63 42.08 43.43 24.85 
F 6.81 12.76 19.62 26.90 28.24 21. 43 
δAC 24.63 30.55 32.57 32.83 32.84 8.21 
CF 13.82 16.77 18.09 18.34 18.34 4.52 
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A Research on Elastic-Plastic Waves of a Cylindrical Specimen 
Subjected to Longitudinal Impact Loading 
お'lasachikaN AITOH，お'lasashiDAIMARUYA， Kouhei HAMADA， 
and Kaishin LIU 
Abstract 
In the present paper the elastic-plastic stress of the impact end of a cylindrical specimen subjected to 
longitudinal compression impact with a stress bar which remains elastic during the test is investigated 
experimentally and theoretically. The measured elastic response of the stress bar showed explicit1y the 
elevation of dynamic stress and its relaxation at the impact end of the specimen. 
The impact end stress of specimen was analyzed by using of the strain-rate dependent theory for 
plastic wave propagation， taking into account a rise time of impact and impact conditions. The extreme 
elevation of the dynamic stress was predicted in the case of a step impact， but it went down rapidly with 
the increasing of the rise time of an impact velocity. Taking these stresses as an incident pulse to the 
stress bar， the elastic response of the stress bar based on the Love theory for elastic waves almost agreed 
quantitatively with the experimental results as well as qualitatively. 
Moreover， the existence of the plateau of uniform strain adjacent to the impact end of the specimen 
is confirmed theoretically and experimentally. Its appearance is govemed by the strain-rate dependence 















































































の σwρCO(VN一ω)=iゆ十gw)L1 t (6) ???」??








σ)であり ，L1 t ひずみ，粒子速度，関数g(e，εN， gNはN点における応力，'LN， σN， ここで〉
次式が得られる。は差分計算の時間刻み幅である。式(6)-(1的を組合わせることによって，
σN-σw+σE一σsf(gNb)dt
VNニ Vw十σNー の十一1 (gw gdd t 
!，ρCo 
??
E。εNニ EoeS+σN一σS+(gN十gs)L1 t 
このように任意点N での未知量は W，S， E点の既知の諸量により求められる O ただし，gN 
εNはまたσN， εN)であり，gN二 g(σN，
上式より gNの関数であるから次式のように表わすことができる O









衝撃端 (xニ 0) における境界条件19)2.3.1. 
弾性波の伝播速度，端面図2に示すように試料棒と応力棒の衝撃を考える。試料棒の宮、度，
応力および断面積をそれぞれρ，Co，σQおよびA。として，応力棒のそれらをそれぞれん，Ca， 


































o .. '^' CoEa σQO二 - r '";，v VdO)， r=一一一一一Co "¥V， ~ CoEa+ CαEor (1カ
2. 3. 2 波頭 (x= cot)における境界条件
波頭未到達領域内の応力，ひずみ，粒子速度を Oとする o すなわち























は，すでに実験的に知られている。 Lin品olm9) -a.'0 
.x 
の実験では，低ひずみ速度域で応力とひずみ速二l' 8 






た。図4は鉛試料棒について，K =10¥ 5 x 105， 
106 sec-1と仮定した場合の式(2)の関係を図示し E16 
芝山
たものである。鉛に関する Bodner，21)田中22)ら b 14 
の実験結果は図4と類似の傾向を示している。 出B
b 
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10V 102 103 1(f 
Straln rate Ep<se♂) 
図4 各K値に対する過剰j応力と塑性
ひずみ速度の関係
O 3.2 6.4 9.6 12.s 
Strai nε 。/
図5 鉛棒の応力 ひずみ関係
表 l 応力 ひずみ関係式
σ三玉σy . σ= f(ε)二 Eo・ε
σ>σgσ=f(ε)二 F(ε E:y)n十σy
Young's modulus Eoニ9.8 (GPa) 
Yield strain む =0.02(%) 
指数関数で近似したもので，降伏ひずみ εy，降 Yield stress 
伏応力%は近似を行う際，便宜的に採用した値
である。実測値および近似静的応力 ひずみ曲










図6(a)，図 6(b)はともに九二12.7m/sec，あこ10μsecの場合で，K = 5 X105 sec1および
K =106 sec-1に関するランプ入力と指数関数入力で計算した鉛試料棒の端面応力の時間的変動


















t. = 10μsec 














t. = 10 μsec 
80 120 160 200 
Time tμsec Time tμsec 








ここで，Ua， W はそれぞれ棒の軸方向および半径方向の変位，X， rは軸および半径座標 vは
ポアソン比である。式仰の仮定およびHami1tonの原理より，横慣性を考慮した Loveの運動方
程式が得られる。











OUa σα (εα )X~Oエー一一
ox Eα 
二1[f.(ai十 bi){H(t-tH) -H(t-ti)} (25) 
ここで，1[f=γ/Ea， aiは第 i番目の直線の傾き，biは応力軸との切片，んは時間区間，H (t) 
はステップ関数である O また応力棒の長きを 1，他端は自由端であるとすれば，
(εα) x~l = 0 (26) 
初期条件は





.12 -;:'τ .12 ~ 
ρ2レ s2ρ2}ず+C~ラず
(血)二 1[fi~l {(川，+山知的 1dx /x~O -i7J L ρy 
一{(ai ti十bz)l+今 }e向1ρ P. ， - J 
(生t~l= 0 



















?? ?? ρ= 0 (4位の極)
?? ???





山， tl士会717:む (x，P)e吋 ρ
= Res{仇(x ， ρ)}ρ~O
十21Res{反山，P)}Tctirn (35) 
(i) ρ= 0 (4位の極)における留数計算



















_1:_ d3 fρ2 cosh {α(l-x)} _ ( 1.... I _ ¥ _Tt 1 {・(bρ+α)eTt ~ 
ート dρ3l αsinh (αl) \V I"f.Ñ/~ 
_1:ー ♂f(β2ρ2+ d)(bρ+σ) cosh {α(l-x)} _ Tt 1 
~--<・~~ dρ3 l 1[1+(αl)2/3! + (α1)4/5 ! ート……'" J 
=十{(b+at)[bβ2 + 3(l-X)2一作 dt2(3b+at)} 
式(36)を式(37)と比較して，次式を得る。
型r m Res{Ua(X ， ρ)}ρ~O 二一一-;- ~ {[Di + ai(t-tH)]・[6β2+ 3(1-x )2-12] 61 i~ 
+ C~(t -ti_l)2 [3Di + ai{t-ti-d]} H{t-ti-l) 
Hげ隅
+三二~ {[Fi十ai(t-ti)]・恒β2+ 3(l-X)2 -/2] 61 i~ 
(37) 
+ CHt-ti)2 [3 Fi + ai (t-ti)]} H(t-ti) (38) 






Fl(ρ)=-jtE[cosh{α(l-x )}]・~ [(Diρ+ai)e-何;-}ー(Fiρ+ai) e-Tti] 
U j.J i=l 








~ [(Diρ+ ai) e 何日
ここでも，式(40)の典型的な型式の計算を行い，式(40)を推算する。
ゎ=lim r Jbρ+α)cosh {α(l-x)L. eTtl ρ→ ~ll:n L •. dn . W -I 






in7rCα2 州与ム州、/l2十(βπn)2 -~ ~ ， 1 
n27r2 d2・(十i笠ι) 一




?? ? ? ?
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叉 rCOS(主 ηπ) 、
2l" :. =τ二~~ヲ苛ア[いin(句ι)十宅色州宅ι)]} 
7r~ Ca n~1 l 
( 41) 
ただし，Un= /t2 +(nπβ)2 
仰の式(40)と比較すると
_ r COS( 4-nπ 向日 m ∞  ~~~， l Res{Ua(X ， ρ)}ρ= :tげη 二一二~ ~ ， T T ( a isin恥 +fiEEEcosめ1) π3 Ca i-:t nニ1L n3 Un 
P明伊Ca ¥TTI， ，¥1 
H( t-ti-I) -(ai sin ム2 十 τ~COS rti2)H(t-ti) J 
(42) 
ただし，
rtil = '!:.7rCα(t-ti-I nπCa(t-ti) il - V'i2一
Un Un 
式(38)と式(42)を式(35)に代入すると，変位uαは次式のように得られる。
α(X， t)二 V2| l-{[Di十助(t-ti-I)]・[6β2十3(l-x)2-l2] + C~ (t-ti_I)2 
i';) L 6l 
2 ∞(手n7r) 2l" 
[3Di + ai(t-ti-I)] +一一;-~[乙 ・(αisinれπ3 Ca ，;ニl
D;n押Ca ¥lITTI， ¥11T(o.:p， 十一一~'-'--'~-cos ム 1)]  H(t-ti-I) +qr ~ I一一{[Fi十ai(t-ti)]・[6s2n ~~~r'''JJ~~'' ~i';;)L6l 
2{3 ∞ 
+3( l-X)2-l2] + C~ (t- t;)2 [3Fi十仏(t-ti)] 二百万-~
/L L-a n=l 
ド05(fM)1F 制作Ca ，1 




「 ∞ n(与主)r r l-X 212 0U< ¥ 
= qrf:， r [1二~{ai (t -ti-I) 十 Di} 一一-2 2 J 〉く(いmムlL l π2Ca ~I 
85 
凱欣
十EFLCM1)]H(tー し 1)-thz(t 叶 Fi)一元j1f 
幻J手 -，，押CnF， • ，1 
n2 U十 x(仏sinOi2十三万ケ cosOiZ)] H(t -t，) J 
内藤正都・台丸谷政志・浜田恒平・劉
(44) (n， i= 1， 2， 3…………) 
図8は以上の結果を用いて，図 6に示した試料棒端面応力をそれぞ、れ6本の直線で近似して，
得られた応力棒の 5d (衝撃端から棒直径の5倍の長き)のところのひずみ応答である。





ム 」 斗 」ー--L一一ムー-.J : 
80 120 160 200 0 40 80 120 160 
Time tμsec Time tμsec 
(a) 図6(a)に対応する (b) 図6(b)に対応する
図8 衝撃端からの距離x=5 d (d:棒直径)位置における応力棒の応答
Theoretical 





た1)-H (t -ti) }の形で近似しており，
Theoret I cal 




























































(I) Ramp-type impact 
K 2 3 4 5 6 
ti 6 10 14 30 65 600 
5x 105 。z 0.854 0.4 0.66 -0.08 -0.018 -0.0025 
bi 。 2.74 13.2 5.2 3.35 2.33 
ti 4 10 13 25 58 200 
106 。2 0.80 0.353 0.680 0.733 0.015 -0.0013 






















































間に関する Johnson4)， Compbe1l5)らの実験結果ともほぼ一致する O また，ひずみ波が最大に達
してからほぼ一定となるまでに，波形上に小さな振動が見られるが，この振動は縦衝撃を受け
た応力棒の主として横慣性と 2次以上の高次の波動モードによる影響であると判定できる。 16)
図1は図 10と同じ実験条件より得られた別の測定結果で，掃引時間は図 10(c)と同じ 10
μsec/divである O 波動の最大値は図 10の場合の約l.4倍に達しており，波形も図 10の場合と
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る。 Kニ 5X 105， 106 sec1の理論値は実験値と
O 
よく一致している。 したがって， 応力緩和時間 図15
およびひずみ分布からみても， Malvern型構成
式を仮定するかぎり，実験に用いた鉛棒につい









V. = 12.7 m/sec 
Ramp-type 
K = 1 0' seピ1
= 1 0'











o 10 反)Q1700 
e tトJ.sec
20 30 
Distance X cm 
残留ひずみ分布に関する実験値と
理論値の比較
V. = 15 m/sec 
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t. = 10μsec 
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An Experimental Study on a Small Propeller Type of Wind Turbine， 
2nd Report 
K. OKUDA and H. Y AMAGISHI 
Abstract 
In succession to our first report with the same tit1e， we describe the results of the investigations on the 
f10ws around blades of the wind turbine mentioned in the above report. 
The f10ws are analysed on the basis of the local blade element theory of H. J. Stewart (AIAA Journal， 
14， 11(1976)， p.1524)， using the power coefficient of blade elements defined by Stewart， and introducing 
“effective power conversion efficiency" defined by the authors for the whole blades. 












C eff: J武力有効変換率(一)， C eff = P cal/ P。
C1:風車装置出力係数(一)， Cl=Pexρ/ (~1C R2ρ V3/O .102) = C effX C i2
2 
Cl1 :風車装置出力係数(一)， (第1報のC1)， C 11 = CρlX勿昭




1 Cp:風車出力係数(-)， Cρ (P e坤/ηmg)/( π R 2 ρ V 3/O.102) ニ CeffXC~
2 
Cρ1.風車出力係数(-) 
CL:風車出力比(一)， C~ニ Ct2/η略 C~二九xp/(Pca1X η昭)








W:翼に対する風の相対速度 (m/s)または発電機電力(第 1報) (W) 
α:翼の迎え角( 0) 
ε:翼の抗揚比(-)，ε=CD/CL 
ηmg . 風車機械効率)X (発電機効率) (-) 
ρ・空気の密度 (kgf.s2/m4) 
φ:速度比(一)，φ=uR/V 
qJ.風の翼断面への近寄り角(図 4) ( 0) 
u:羽根車回転角速度 (rad/s)




ρとする O 翼素理論によれば，任意の半径位置 rにおける弦長 C，スパン drの翼素によって得
られる動力 dPは，風の翼への近寄り角度を伊(図 4)として
dP二 (Qr)(÷ρW2)B刈 sinq>- CnCOSq>) dy (1) 




図1 Wincharger翼形 図2 NACA6412翼形
図3 c;計算のための半径と翼面積
V(l-a) 二二
V=6m/s， "'=6.75の場合 6×? 
図4 翼のまわりの速度三角形
1 dP 
C/=~ャ d~=4a(1-a)(割(tanqJ一ε(2 ) 
15ρV3 、
本報告では，第 1報の実験に用いた Wincharger1222 H型の羽根車に対して，自然風の実験状
態において，このc;をそれぞれ求め，

























d二y イー・ Cn 
7.0 8.0 9.0 













o 2 4 6 8 10 
風速 V (m/sJ 
図6 電力，回転数，速度比と風速
図7 出力総数 Cpl， Cl1と速度比φ
一例.V=6m/sの場合を図4に示す。左側の図は説明図，右側は r=0.85. 0.55. 0.25 mの
場合の速度三角形の底辺を重ねて示した図である O ピッチ角 t:pー αニ 70 (二一定)である。式
(2)の ε二C[)/CLを計算するためには，入手できた資料中のNACA 6409の性能曲線図(図 5) 
を借用した。図6.図7は第 1報で報告した実験結果に，それぞれ速度比φおよび風車出力係












表 C/，c，:， Cp:， Cm の値
V[与] rlm] 'p α C，' PCal!W] Cl~ C♂ Ceff 
0.85 5.9 1.1 0.478 
9.0 0.55 9.1 2.1 0.548 576.7 0.249 0.276 0.499 
0.25 19.4 12.4 0.551 
0.85 5.8 1.2 0.461 
6.0 0.55 8.9 1.9 0.527 165.1 0.315 0.350 0.482 
0.25 19.0 12.0 0.536 
0.85 4.0 3.0 0.305 
3.0 0.55 6.2 -0.8 0.480 17.3 0.531 0.590 0.404 










6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 
4QR 
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0.2 正味発電量 Ceff' C;" 市mg・13-20%
0.1 図 10 風カエネルギの損失と発電量
234 5 6 789 
風速 V(m/s) 
図9 変換率 Cefh 出力係数 Cp，C，と風速 V
なわち 0.78Rより外側では全風力エネルギの 39%を変換，r=0.9-0.5，すなわち 0.56Rよ
り外側では全風力エネルギの 71%を変換するという結果が得られた。ただし r=0.9← 0.2，す
なわち 0.22Rより外側で、変換可能な風力エネルギを 100%とおいた。




にわたり高い値が期待きれるが， φ の低いところ (V の高いところ)で C~， ct2が低く，従っ
て Cp，Clの高い値が期待できない結果となっている。図9は風速 Vに対して Ceff. Cp， C{を
表わしたものである。
以上の結果を基に，この型の風車に対して風力エネルギの損失と発電量の割合の概略を図示








5. む す び
以上を要約すれば，




(3) φが低<， V の大きいところで C~， Ci2の値が低く ，Cp， Cの高い値が期待できない。
(4) 図10に示すように風力エネルギの帰趨が明らかになった。
(昭和 59年 5月 19日受理)
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An Experimental Study on a Small Propeller Type of Wind Turbine， 
3rd Report 
K. OKUDA and H. Y AMAGISHI 
Abstract 
The authors present the results of the field test using the wind turbine mentioned in the author's first 
report. 
The field test was carried out in the winds of Muroran district in the period from Nov. 1977 to Feb. 
1978， and we obtained more data than those in the tests of our first report 
The behaviour of f1uctuations in wind velocities and in the power output of the wind turbine is 
illustrated in the figures and graphs in this paper. 
The calculated power coefficients of the wind turbine are also shown in the figures 
1.まえカずき
同題名の第 1報に引続いて，小型プロペラ型風車の自然風の中での継続実験の結果について
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図3 小型風車 図4 計器接続図
























(1) 風速 V と風車発電機出力 P，風車装置出
力係数 G
第I報記載の結果よりもデータ数を多くとるこ
とのできた 1977年 11月-1978年 2月の結果を
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過 t(min)について示したものは図 7，図 8，図 9である。この場合 V とPの応答性は，時
間的ずれを除けば，かなりよい，すなわち風力
エネルキ、をよく変換しているといえるであろ










実験式の線図に記入したものは図 10の・印の 140 
点である。それらの点の中1， 2， 3と添字(Jh)m 
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微粒子浮遊気体中を伝ばする衝撃波に関する実験
杉山 弘・幡中秀治
An Experimental Study on Shock Waves Propagating 
through a Gas-Particle Mixture 
Hiromu SUGIYAMA and Hideharu HATANAKA 
Abstract 
Shock waves in a gas-solid particle mixture were experimentally studied by means of a horizontal 
type shock tube. Air and micro glass particles (particle diameter dp壬15μm)were used for the gas-solid 
particle mixture. 
Pressures and particle concentrations of the shock waves and shock wave velocities were measured 





















1 High Pressure Chamber 
2 Low Pressure Chamber 
3 Dump Tank 
4 Filter 
5 Partic1e Feeder 
6 Digita1 Vo1t Meter 
7 Universa1 Counter 
8 Driver-gas Bott1e 












































































1 Fluidizing Column 
2 Fil ter 
3 Part of Removing Moisture 
4 Storage Vessel 
5 Feed Screw 











衝撃波圧力は 250mm間隔で取り付けられた 2個の半導体圧力変換器(豊田工機， PMS 






名 称 lガラス粉末 Si02 (72. 77w%) 
外 観|白色微粉末
真比重 12.5
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P1/ 凡である。実験値は，隔膜圧力比P3/ Po=10.7，6.8， 4.9， 2.9の場合に得られたもので




図6に微粒子を含んだ場合の衝撃波マッハ数Mm と衝撃波強き P1/ 九の関係を示す。実験値
は， ηニ0.01-0.1， Ps/九=10.7，6.8， 4.9， 2.9の範囲で得られたものである。微粒子を含ま
110 
微粒子浮遊気体中を伝ばする衝撃波に関する実験
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O 0.05 0.10 0.15 
図8 粒子質量濃度比 ηと衝撃波マッハ数Mmの
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図9 粒子濃度んの時間的変化に及ぼす衝撃波国10 粒子濃度ρの時間的変化に及ぼす質量濃度
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A Calculation Method of Sound Diffraction around 
an Enclosure and its Applying Conditions 
Kohshi N ISHIDA 
Abstract 
This paper deals with the diffracted sound field around a rectangular enclosure theoretically and 
experimentally， which has one or two apertures and contains sound sources inside. The sound pressure 
level distribution in the diffracted sound field has been computed based on Pierce's approximate expres-
sions for sound diffraction over a single wedge or a three-sided semi-infinite barrier with two edges， and 
actually measured by the photographical sound visualization method used as a trial. In the computation， 
it is assumed that the sound radiation from an aperture can be expressed by a point source or distributed 
ones accordsng to lower or higher frequencies. Based on these results， the applicability of the approximate 
expressions is examined to the estimation of the diffracted sound field around actual enclosures 
The results may be summarized as follows : (1) When the distances from each edge to adjacent edge， 
source and observation point are larger than one third wave length， the computed results by Pierce's 
approximate expressions are in good agreement with the experimental results. (2) The complicated 






































る。各エッジ間距離を図示のように W12(= W21) 
国一 l 無限長の四角柱と記号の定義
のように表わし，各エッジのくさび部の外角を必(j=1-4)と表わす。さらに座標系として，
各エッジを z軸とする 4つの円筒座標を考え，音源と観測点との位置を，例えばエッジ E1につ
いて (rst， (}st， zs)及び(九(}t， z)のように表わす。 Kellerの幾何光学的回折理論によれば，
エッジから音源及ぴ観測点までの距離が十分大きしかっ，エッジ聞の距離が十分大きいとき
は，すなわち波長定数を hとして，次の式(1)の関係が成り立つとき，
















+η(s4 -884) {η(s4 -84)φHη(β'1 -81) CÞ~1 十 η (ßs- 83 ) φ~3} 
(1 x とO
ただし， η(x)= ~ 










Lj二 j( rSJ十 rj)2十(Z-Z8)2 (4) 
また， 1-うは回折の寄与を表わす関数で，第 1近似式及び第 2近似式として，それぞれ式(5)，式
(6)のように表わされる O




民(r 5j， 8 Sj， r j， 8 j， B ) 三土 1 γ[{l十B・，dj(8j θsJ} J2 J[Xj(ハハ
×πWj( 8j -8sj)' AD{ B. Wj( 8j θSj)}-，dj(8j θsj ) ] 
(6) 
式(5)，式(6)における関数Ao，Xj， W;， L1 jは以下のように表わされる。 B項については次節で
述べる O
An{x} =βf:rfU1jy-1「 du
= sgn( x ) {j( 1x 1 )ー な(1 x 1 )} (7) 





一一 1古 (1d晶子}for Ixlミ0.8
Af){x} =sgn(x)吋-41hf而)}.1一一
σ{0.5 工3qX九1.98} for Ixl<0.8 
ここでは o壬x豆∞の範囲で成り立つ次のような近似式5)すなわち，式(9)，式(10)を用いて音場
の計算を行なう。
1 +0.926 x f (x) = (9) 
g (x)=1 
????
式(9)，式仰)はともに， 0 豆x~∞の範囲で誤差 ε (x) が， 1ε(x )1壬2X 10-3となる近似式である。
式(8)では x壬0.8の場合，f (x)について |ε(x)1く 5x 10ー へまた g(x)について |ε(x)I<9X
10-3 となり，式(9)及び式(10)による方が精度がよい o x>0.8の場合にはf(x)，g(x)とも |ε(x)1 
< 1 X 10-3 となっており，式(8)の方がや〉精度がよい。しかし，式(8)による計算結果と式(9)及
び式(10)による結果とではほとんど差はみられない。




Jνj( 1-COSlノjJ[COSlノj8)1/2 (12) 
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2π となる厚みのない半無限障壁のとき一致する。また，式(14)に表わされる rjが，rj> 1かつ












1， -3となるときは， αjニ sj， αl=0の値をとる。また，左回りの場合，すなわち，1-j=-l，
3となるときは， αjニ 0，txl=βtとなる。引数Bj及びBlは第 1近似式(5)を用いる場合には Xj
について，また第 2近似式(6)を用いる場合には Wjについて，
Bj=旦jl，B1= 1 for Ixjl豆Ixt!W科医Iwt!)
島=1， Bl二 ιfor Ixjl>IXll(iWjl>IWII) 
??
と表わされる。ここに，Bjl は次式(18)により表わされる。









































































































3150 Hzに対して krSj=11. 65となり，また， 6300 Hzに対してはわsJ二 23.27となり，式(1)の
条件の krSj>1は十分満足されていると考えられる。放射面の長辺をエッジとするような回折
波に対しては，それぞ、れk九二8.74，17.45となっている。























5PL d目 、:・ ・ ， 
315Hzの純音による 1面放射モデっし周囲の音圧レベル分布






































折波に対して，krsj= l. 37となり，また長辺をエッジとする場合には，krsj= l. 02となり， 1面
放射の場合よりも大きな値となっている o なお 1面放射の場合の後者の値は 0.87となってい




示している O この場合 2つのスピーカ入力に多少の差がみられるため 2つの円孔から等距
離の対角面に対する対称性がや、くずれている。計算と測定とによる結果を比較すると，全体
的にかなりよく一致していることがわかる。500Hzに対して放射面の短辺をエッジとする回折
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よる条件，すなわち，k九j，krj， kWjt> 1について考察する。エンクロージャモデルでは Wjt>
~となっているため，krsj> 1及び krj>1の条件について考える o わ~Sj については 500 Hz以
上の周波数に対する結果から，krsj> 2としてよいと考えられる。また，測定点とエッジとの距
離 rjについての条件hη>1については，図 10-図 14の結果から明らかなように，実際に
は ηがわずか数cmの距離の場合でも計算値と測定値とがよく一致している。これらの結果か
ら考えると，式(1)の条件は少なくとも次式(19)が成り立てば十分で、あると考えられる。すなわち，
kκsj， krj， kWjl> 2 (19) 
波長を λで表わすと h二 2π/λ であるから式(19)は式側のように表わすこともできる。
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Measurement of Vibration Modes of a Bolted Rectangular 
Plate by a Sound Visualization Method 
Kohshi NISHIDA， Fuminari T AKANAKA and Akira恥'lARUYAMA
Abstract 
This paper deals with theoretically and experimentally the relation between the sound field radiated 
from a rectangular plate with bolted support along al four edges and the mode of vibration of the plate. 
The computation of the radiated sound field is based on the Huygens-Rayleigh integral and the assumptioIl 
that the deflection function of the boIted plate is expressed approximately by that of a plate with simple 
or cIamped support on al four edges. The measurement of the radiated sound is performed by the 
photographical sound visualization method used as a trial， inwhich three colored light emitting diodes are 
used， which go on and off according to the magnitude of sound pressure level. 
The results may be summarized as follows : (1) The distribution of sound pressure level measured in 
a scanning plane parallel to the rectangular plate vibrating in a mode shape shows a similar tendency to 
that of deflection ampIitude of the plate. (2) It was confirmed theoretically and experimentally that even 
the higher modes of a rectangular plate could be measured， without touching the plate， by the sound 




















































































乙π .Is r (1) 
ここに， ρは観測点の音圧，j=1二工 ραは空気密度， ωは角振動数，v(x， y)は板面上の点(x，
y)における速度振幅 rは板面上の点 (x，y)における微小面素ぬと観測点の距離 sは板
の面積，tは時間，kは波長定数で音速を C とすると k=ω/cと表わされる。式(1)から明らか
なように，一般に板の振動による放射音場の音圧は板の振動数と任意の点での速度振幅が明ら
かとなれば求められる。長方形板がモード数 (m，n)の正規モードで振動している場合，速度
振幅はこのときの変位関数 Wうm 及び固有角振動数 ωmにより A酬を定数として式(2)のよ
うに表わされる。









必 a2ω3ωMDV'w+ρh V-，:~十 μ ニ ρoe J山at" '1-" at ( 3 ) 
ここに，D = Eh3/12 ( 1 -v2)は板の曲げ剛性，Eは縦弾性係数，hは板厚 vはポアソン比，




Wニ~ ~ CmnWmn( X， y) e;(Wt-8mn) 
れ n(X， y)ニmでL・sm与と
Cmn二一」色D cosm7[)( l-cosn7[) 
… mnπ2ρh/(ωLnω2)2+μω/ρh)2 
-2(fC+手)/~ 
μαJ tanδ 一一一一←一一mn ρh(ωizn一ω2)

















Wmn (X， y) = (Sm (α) Cm (X)-C前 (a)Sm (X)) (Sn (b) Cn (y)-Cn (b) S，η (y) ) 
(5) 
ここに Si(X) = sinh8ix-sin 8ix 
Ci (X) =cosh8ix-cos 8ix 
と表わきれ，式(5)における 8ma及び、 8nbは固定はりの振動数方程式(6)
















Calculated (Simple support) Calculated (Clamped support) 
(Bolted support) 
Mode(m，n) 
Natural Natural Natural 
ωnlm高函花王
frequency 
ωnl jD/pha 'b' 
frequency frequency 
(1 ， 1) 20.78 163.10 38.99 306.06 275 
(3 ， 1) 77.93 611.64 105.10 824.94 746 
(1 ， 3) 129.87 1019.38 174.93 1373.05 1280 
(3 ， 3) 187.02 l467.91 234.79 1842.88 1566 
(5 ， 3) 301.31 2364.98 356.11 2795.15 2520 
(1 ， 5) 348.06 2731.91 420.62 330l. 44 2932 
(3 ， 5) 405.20 3180.45 479.63 3764.58 3344 

















た，振動形の計算てすま，長方形板の 2辺をそれぞれ2mmごとに分割し， 131 x 181個の正方形
要素の中心点 (x，y)に対して，式(7)
W; -0.05~五 Wmn (x， y) 三 W;+0.05 (7) 



















Visua1ized SPL Distribution Ca1cu1ated SPL (C1amped support) Ca1cu1ated SPL (Simp1e support) 
問odeshape (C1amped support) 110de shape (Simple support) 
( a) Mode(l，l)， 275 Hz ，L 10 mm 
Visualized SPL distribution 
問odeshape (C1amped support) Mode shape (Simp1e support) 







Mode(5，3) ， 2520 Hz ， L=10 mm 
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High Reynolds N umber Flow in Capillary Tube 
with SpiraljBend Portion 
(Experimental Results for Water) 
Kazuo MAENO， Akihiro YAMAZAKI and Yutaka HANAOKA 
Abstract 
Experimental study on water flow in capillary tubes with straight， bent， orcoiled portion is conducted. 
Stainless tubes with nominal diameter of 0.5mm， 0.25mm， and 0.1mm are examined at several tempera. 
tures. Reynolds number ranges from 30 to 16000， where maximum velocity becomes up to 30m/s. 
Pressure loss of test piece and discharge flow rate are measured to be compared with the results from 
previous studies. In spite of considerable roughnesses of capi1lary inner surface， measured data do not 
indicate roughness effect explicitly. Laminar friction factors for coiled tubes show the c1ear dependence 
on the number of tums in the coil， which cannot be explained by previous studies. Empirical equations 
for examined capillary contours are obtained. 
NOMENCLATURE 
A : Tube cross sectional area 
a : Tube inner radius 
D : Tube inner diameter 
g : Gravitational acceleration 
H : Total head loss 
d.Ha : Head loss in entrance region 
d.H' : Head loss in recovery region 
d.h : Head loss in curved portion 
Kl : Dean number Cニ Re{a/R)lf2) 
Kt : Turbulent characteristic number C = Re{a/ R)2) 
ん:Roughness 
L : Tube length 
La : Length of entrance region 
1 : Length of curved axis 
N: Number of turns in the coil 
ρ: Pressure difference between both sides of tube 
Q : Weight flow rate 
R : Radius of curvature at curved tube axis 
Re : Reynolds number 
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T : Water temperature 
v : Average ve10city 
v * : Friction ve10city 
α: Coefficient (Eq. 16) 
ε: Re1ative roughness 
S : Loss coefficient in curved tube 
θ: Turning ang1e of curved tube 
λ: Friction factor 
v: Kinematic viscosity 
ξ: Loss coefficient of entrance region 
ρ: Density 
Subscript and Superscript 
。:Entrance 
b: Bend tube 
c: Coil 
s : Straight tube 
1: Laminar 
t : Turbu1ent 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The behavior of flow in pipes and ducts has been the important objective of many fluid 
dynamical reseraches.1)， 2) Especially for the flow in curved tubes， prob1ems of friction 
losses and flow pattern have been extensively investigated since the 1920's.3)・4)，5) In curved 
tubes originated is the secondary circu1ating flow in the p1ane containing the 1ine of 
curvature center by centrifugal force difference between the inward flow and outer f10w 
region adjacent to the wa11. With these secondary spiral pair flows， pipe frictional 10ss 
shows the greater va1ue than in the straight tube. According to the results of previous 
studies， the friction factor Ac of curved tube can be specified by Dean number Kl = Re (α/ 
R)1!2 in1aminar f10w region and by characteristic number Kt = Re (α/ R)2 when the f10w is 
turbu1ent. 
These systematical investigations， however， have been restricted to relative1y large 
tube diameters (Dと1mm).Except for the capillary tube f10w of 10w Reyno1ds number in 
viscosity measurement or in bioengineering study， neither experimental nor ana1ytica1 
researches has been adequate for the flow in tubes with small diameter (D < 1mm). 
In connection to the space techno1ogy， curved capillary tube is commonly utilized as 
propellant feed tube6) of hydrazine thruster7) for attitude contro1 equipped to spacecrafts， 
satellites in geosynchronous orbit， and so forth. Propellant (liquid hydrazine) is fed 
through this capillary tube to therma1 and catalytic decomposition chamber by high-
pressurized 凡 gas. This tube is contrived to shield from high-temperature effect of 
chamber， and to stabilize the feed conditions of 凡 blowdownin restricted room. 
In this paper an experimenta1 investigation on water flow in capillary tube is con-
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ducted， as the fluid dynamical properties of water resemble to those of hydrazine. 
Stainless tubes (SUS 304) with nominal diamerer of 0.5mm， 0.25mm， and O.lmm are 
employed， and Reynolds number ranges from 30 to 16000. Each tube is re-formed to 
straight， bend， coil or combined shaped test piece for the measurement of pressure loss and 
discharged flow rate. Measured data are compared with the results for tube of usual 
diameter. 1)，2) The maximum water temperature of the measured data is 600 C . 
2_ MEASUREMENTS 
2-1. Hydrazine and Water 
For the thruster of gas jet type， which is utilized to control the attitude of station-
keeping satellite， hydrazine and its combinations are usually employed as propellant. 
Table 1 shows the properties of hydrazine， its combinations， and water. In Tables 2 and 
Table 1 Properties of Hydrazine and Water 
Fluids Hydrazine Hydra zme Hvdrate 
UnsHymyd.-rDaizmlne thyl MHyodnroamzlenthe yl Water 
Chemical N2H. N2HφHρ (CH3hN.H2 CHaI河.H3 H.o Formula 
MPoeilnt in[E K] 274.69 233.2 215.96 220.76 273.16 
BPoilnlit n[E K] 386.66 391. 7 336.26 360.66 373.16 
Heat of 
Vaporization 10.70 10 8.336 9.468 9.719 
[kcal/mol] 
Heat of 
Fusion 3.025 2.407 2.491 1.436 
[kcal/mol] 
D[ge/ncsmit勺~(K) 1017((28316)  1. 004( 298 .16 1.03(294.16) 0.784(298.16) 0.874(298.16) 0.998(293.16) 
Heat of For. 
(V5a7p.o7r9) 8 mationα5"C) + 12.05 10.3 +11.3 十13.1
[kcal/mol] 




3.5((273.16)  1. 7(243.16) 1. 792(273.16) Coefficient 1.12(283.16) 2.0(293.16 0.78(273.16) 0.893(298.16) 1.002(293.16) [cp](K) 0.97(293.16) 0.51(298.16) 0.892(298.16) 
Thermal 0.500(283.16) 
C[kocnadl/umct.ihv.i℃ty ] 0.18(300.16) 0.1785(298.16) 0.522(300.16) 0.571(340.16) 
Surface 72.61(294.16) 
Tension 91.5(298.16) 71.96(298.16) 
[dyn/cm] (K) 71.15(300.16) 
Vapor 
76(327.16) 41((27316)  496((298.16)  175jm叫Pressure 一一一一一一
[mmHg](K) 2280(422.16) 450(323.16 17目1(323.16 92.5(323.16 
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Table 2 Viscosity and density of 
hydrazine vs. temperature 
Table 4 Solubility of N 2 into water 




10 1.118 51.5 200 14.54 
15 1.044 300 20.17 
20 0.974 1.0085 (20oC) 1 O. 0797(x10-4) [10oC] 
25 0.905 101 7.77 
37.8 0.743 0.980 (500C) 102.5 201 14.47 
93.3 0.417 302 20.05 
(1 atm = 760mmHg = 1.033kgf/cm2) 
Table 3 Temperature and pressure dependence of H20 properties 
Temp. [oC] Pressure Specific Weight Viscosity Kinematic 
[kgfjcm2) [kgf jm3] [kgf. s/m2] Viscosity [m 2 Is] 
1 999.9 182.9(x10-6) 1.794(x10-6) 。 500 1023.5 171.6 1.644 
1000 1044.9 168.5 1.581 
995.7 81. 6(x10-6) 0.8028(x10-6) 
30 500 1017.3 83.6 0.8059 
1000 1036.3 85.9 0.8129 
1 974.6 38.9(x10-6) 0.3909(x10-6) 
75 500 996目。 40.2 0.3958 
1000 1014.2 41.8 0.4042 
3 presented are the temperature dependence of viscosity and other properties. It can be 
noticed from these tables that the fluid dynamical properties of hydrazine are c10sely akin 
to those of water， e.g. at 293K hydrazine density is almost 1% greater and its viscosity has 
less value of about 3% than water. The experimental results for water， therefore， can be 
applied to the presumption of characteristics of hydrazine tube flow， provided that hy-
drazine remains in single liquid phase. The solubility of nitrogen in water seems to be 
negligible as indicated in Table 4， so， its influence is not taken into account. 
2司2.Capillary Tube 
The microscopic photogτaphs of cross section of capillary tubes are shown in Fig. 1. 
Being rasped off the outer surface， tube is snapped to be filed its edge cross section by 
sandpapers of N o.600-1500. It can be seen from these photographs that capillary tubes 
have considerable roughness on their inner surfaces. With measuring the size of these 
cross sections， average diameters in Fig. 1 can be estimated， which have the coincidence 
with equivalent hydraulic diameters obtained by straight tube experiments in laminar 
region. Based on these average diameters， relative roughnesses of 0.55mm， 0.29mm， and 
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0.115mm tube can be determined to be about 
2.5%， 4%， and 7.8%. 
The influence of bending and coiling on 
tube inner diameter is also examined by cross 
sectional photographs of bent tube. In our 
measurements， no appreciable deformation 
of cross sectional shape is observed. 
2-3. E却 erimentalApparatus 
Schematic diagram of experimental 
setup is represented in Fig. 2. Water is 
supplied from hydrant through a coarse filter 
into the pressure vessel. The vessel is 
heated by band heater 1 for water preheating， 
and N2 gas from regulator pressurizes the 
water to assigned range. Pressurized water 
is further heated up to the adjusted tempera-
ture by heater 2. Then it passes from valve 
3 through the portion of hot water heat insu-
lation， and filtrated by teflon filter (NRK 
Uniflon Filter FZ-B， 3-5μm) before going into 
the test piece tube. Main p凶ip戸m昭gbefore the 
t白es坑tpiece is nylon tube (Ni託t句a
Tubing， Max. 70 kgf/cm2). The pressure in 
the vessel is monitored by Bourdon's gauge 1 
(Nagano， 0-25 kgf/cmへ0.5class)， and water 
pressure upstream of test piece is also measu-
red by gauge 2 (0.5 class for high pressure 
range and 1.5 class for low range)， together 
with the temperature measurement by C-A 
thermocouple and digital multimeter. The 
discharged water from test tube is received 
by beaker to be weighed its flow rate by the 
balance of scales (Murayama， VS-10， F.S. 
2010g， 1/20000). 
Tube test pieces are fabricated in the 
following process. Stainless capi1ary is cut 
and adjusted its end surface by fine sand-











Fig. 1 Microscopic photographs of capil 
lary tube cross section 
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Pressure Gauge 1 Val ve 1 
Hot Water Heat Insulation 
Teflon Filter 
Balance of Scales 
Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of experiment 
al apparatus 
equipped with Araldite to tube adapter and measured its length by vernier caliper or scale. 
Inner surface of test piece is cleaned by usual stainless steel cleaner. And the straight tube 
is re-formed to have bent or coiled portion with the curvature measured by R-gauge. 
Figure 3 shows the contour of bent/coiled tubes， and their photographs are presented in 
Fig. 4. The specifications of typical tubes tested are indicated in Table 5. 
2・4.Analysis of Tube Flow Data 
In our analysis of measured data， well-known relations for pipe flow can be applied ; 
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Table 5 Dimension of typical tubes tested 
(a) Straight Tube 
D L D L 
0.55 52.2 0.29 50.3 
0.55 100.4 0.29 99.8 
0.55 150.1 0.29 149.0 
0.55 199.5 0.29 201.2 
0.55 249.8 0.29 250.1 
0.55 299.0 0.29 302.3 




(d) Coiled Tube 
lI.~ ・J
Straight Tube 450Bend 900Bend 
IT • ~宅
Straight Tube Coiled Tube 
(N~1 ， 3 ， 6) 
Fig. 3 Capillary tube contours 
(b) 450Bend 
D L R 
0.55 299.0 5.0 146.0 149.0 
0.29 302.3 5.0 142.0 156.4 
(c) 900Bend 
D L R 
0.55 299.0 5.0 144.0 147.0 
0.29 302.3 5.0 139.5 155.0 
0.29 302.3 9.5 15l.5 135.9 
D L R N 。 P 
0.55 507.0 10.5 79.0 362.0 1 360 3.4 
0.55 507.0 10.5 79.0 230.0 3 1080 3.4 
0.55 507.0 10.5 79.0 32.2 6 2160 3.4 
0.29 498.3 9.9 63.1 373.0 1 360 4.2 
0.29 498.3 9.9 63.1 248.6 3 1080 4.2 
0.29 498.3 9.9 63.1 62.0 6 2160 4.2 
0.29 498.3 6.2 93.1 366.2 1 360 2.6 
0.29 498.3 6.2 93.1 288.3 3 1080 2.6 
0.29 498.3 6.2 93.1 171.5 6 2160 2.6 
0.115 82.1 5.9 38.3 6.7 1 360 l.3 
D: Inner Diameter [mm] N: Number of Windings e: Turning Angle [deg.] 
P: CoiI Pitch [mm] 
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Fig. 4 Photographs of capillary tubes 
In capillary experiments direct measurement of velocity distribution is almost impossi 
ble without visualization by transparent tube materials. So the results of measurement 
also require us to have consideration of the length and loss of developing flow in entrance 
reglOn. 
For entrance length La of straight capillary， equation from McComas8) in laminar 
range as ; 
L~=O.0260 ・ Re' D， (entrance loss coefficient ;ξ二1.33J ???
and analytical relation by Bowlus and Brighton9) for turbulent flow as ; 
(7) L~ = (14.25 log Re -46.0)D 
are taken. In addition to these relations， velocity distribution is roughly assumed to be the 
same as those in laminar Hagen.Poiseuille flow or turbulent 1/7 power law. 
The hydraulic head can be expressed in the following manner ; 
L-Ln v2 H=d.Hム+λs一一一ーと (8) 
D 2g' 
and head loss in the entrance region is given by 
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.dHaニ(λLι+1+ξ)~二2g 
From these equations friction factor for straight tube can be obtained as follows ; 
CLaminarJ 
2gH 






λ;二 drf¥¥ n {一一一一一一(14.25log Re-46β)} ， (1) 
日川口 v2 Re1/4 
ξ=0.06. 
As regards the curved tube with straight portion， along with the same procedure above 
applied， recovery length and loss must be considered. Though exact estimation is impossi-
ble， because of the lack of velocity distribution data， itmay be roughly approximated that 
the length is equal to entrance length La and recovery loss .dH' is the friction loss of 
developed flow (almost no effect). To our regret， the effects of velocity distribution 
change are neglected. 





L . ， v2 _ Ln v2 _ L 2L v2 
=H-(λ 十1十日一一 λ 一一←λ “ 一一2g ，. D 2g '.8 D 2g ， 
7lRθ 
180 




叫 O} D 2g' 
Measured data are analyzed by off-line computer (SORD M-23). 
With respect to the turbulent flow in bend tubes of smooth inner surface and circular 








ド 0.00873aA斗 (16) 
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a耐
←0.0似 1α働 U74)a84
where the coefficient αis given as fol1ows ; 
(45' bendJ 
(90' bendJ 






As regarding the curved tube， systematical researches by ltolO)， 11). 12) have offered the 
fol1owing equations ; 
F or laminar range， 10).11) 
λc 21.5Kl 
ん (1.56+logKIP.73 ， (l3.5<KI<2xl0
3J ， 
or 
与=0.1側民12(1 +3附 Kl'12十7.782Kl' +...)， (ι>30J 
，.s 
F or turbulent range，'2) 




Taking account of Equations (16)ー(20)，our arrangement of measured data is con-
centrated to find linear relations in logarithmic coordinates between Ac (R/α)1/2 and Dean 
number for laminar flow， or characteristic number Re (α/ Rj2 for turbulent flow. 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3・1， Straight Capillary Tube 
As preliminary experiments， straight capillaries of different length were examined at 
room temperature. Figure 5 -(a)， (b)， (c)show the discharged characteristics. With these 
results， calculated frictional resistance factors are indicated in Fig. 6 -(a)， (b)， (c)， (d)， (e). 
Friction factors for tubes with 0.55mm diameter indicated in Fig. 6 -(a)， (b) show good 
agreement in laminar region with theory， while somewhat smal1er distributions than 
Blasius' relation in turbulent flow are obtained， which can not be explained enough. 
Reynolds number ranges up to 16000 where average velocity in capillary becomes about 
30m/s and passage duration of water in tube is the order of millisecond. For 0.29mm tubes 
in Fig. 6 -(c)， (d) the transition point from laminar to turbulence shifts to higher Reynolds 
number range as the tube length becomes shorter. This tendency may concern with the 
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are indicated with diverse temperatures in 
Fig. 7 -(a)， (b). From these figures it is 
recognized that temperature increment re-
x10-" 
sults in the extension of Reynolds number to _ 
凶




It is well known that in turbulent region σ 
o ~ 0.29 mm 
roughness of tube surface affects the friction 
factor. From the measurements described 1 0 
in section 2-2， considerably large relative 
roughness of 2.5% is observed even in 0.55mm 
tube， where the strong influence can be sur- 0 
mized as in the Moody plot. In general， for 
fluid dynamically smooth pipe following rela-
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
p [kgf/cm2 1 
?? ??
tion is given ; 
xl0--4 





















[与と 70J ω ????? ?????
In the transient range， Colebrook's relation is 
formed: 
r， ，^_(ε2.51 ¥ h-= -21og¥ 3~ 7←討"¥3.7 ' Rれ ilJ
(c) 
Fig. 5 Discharged flow rate versus gauge 
pressure (water of room tempera-
ture) 
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[ 5 ;: J，*})k ~ ;:刈 (23) D 0.55mm 
入
It is impossible to obtain the velocity 10-1 
distribution in our capillary， so friction velo-
city of the measurement is ca1culated by 
トIf. (2心





入|¥ A I¥ D = 0.29 mm 、4 。 L '50.3mm 
L'99.8mm 
¥ 
10-1トー ←-+""---+一一一一一一ートー斗ー 10-1 
10-2 
1 0' 10' Re 
(b) (c) 
A f D'0.29mm 1 10' 。 L'149.0mm 
ロ L'201.2 mm 卜十¥ー十 o L ' 4 
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Fig. 6 Frictional resistance factor for 
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Fig. 7 Frictional resistance factor for O. 
55mm tube (with varying water 
temperature) 
Figure 8 indicates the effect of fluid 
dynamical roughness for O.55mm tubes in Fig. 
7. Different from usual tubes， measured 
results present no transition to fluid dyna. 
mical rough curve even in the region where 
叫千)ミ1.4
It can be remarked from this figure that in 




furface does not appear explicitly， and fric. 
tional factor indicates the trend of smooth O 2.5 3.0 
pipe. The data for tubes in Fig. 6 . (a)， (b) 
also show the similar results. Unknown 
effects in turbulent capi1lary flow are con. 
sidered to exist to damp the roughness effect. 
Fig.8 
log(v，.k.1ν) 
Fluid dynamical roughness and 
friction factor in O.55mm tube in 
turbulent region 
As the Knudsen number (molecular mean free path)/(representative scale) seems to be 
small enough， molecular kinetic effect is hardly considered. Absolute scale (or time) effect 
may possibly exist not to develope the flow disturbance from roughness in such a fast 
capillary flow. 
As regards the O.29mm and 0.11mm tubes， flow characteristics are presented in Fig. 9 . 
(a)， (b)， (c). Remarkable features appear in Fig. 9 . (a)， where temperature increase in 
water causes the transition point in pressure to shift to lower values， because of the change 
in kinematic viscosity. Owing to this shift， low temperature water of 20.C presents 
higher laminar flow rate than 60.C water in almost turbulence above 600kPa. Figure 9 . 
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(c) indicates the flow rates of O.1l5mm straight and coiled tubes. As expected， secondary 
flow effect in coil yields lower discharged rate. From Fig. 9 friction factors are obtained 
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3-2 Bend Tube 
Figures 11 -(a)， (b) show the flow characteristics for tubes with 450 bend， and Fig. 12 -
(a)， (b)， (c) for tubes with 900 bend portion. From these figures the influence of secondary 
flow in bend is observed main1y in 1aminar and transient ranges. The difference of f10w 
rates with water temperature originates from the variation of friction factor with increa-
sed Reyno1ds number. 
Since the Reyno1ds number range of 0.55mm bend is a1most turbu1ent， tota1 10ss 
coefficient can be illustrated with respect to turbu1ent characteristic number discussed in 
section 2-4， as indicated in Fig. 13 -(a)， (b). Dashed 1ine represents Eq. (16) by Ito5) and 
dotted marks are regarded as in transient region. Solid 1ine shows our empirica1 re1ation 
obtained by 1east square method. 
In the case of 0.29mm tube bend， both 1aminar and turbu1ent flows are rea1ized. Then 
as shown in Fig. 14 -(a)， (b)， (c)， (d)， 10ss coefficients in 1aminar region can be arranged 
against Dean number Re(α/ R)'/2 and in turbu1ent flow they are p1aced in order by charac-
teristic number Re(α/ R)2. The distributions of 10ss coefficient for 1aminar bend flow can 
be expressed in a sing1e 1ine as indicated in Fig. 14-(a)， (c)， which have the same trend as 
usua1 curved 1aminar f1ows. In turbu1ent graphs the reduced inclination of our empirica1 
equations may be considered to be an appearance of roughness effect， but the difference 
from Itδ's resu1ts for smooth bend are so small that we can state roughness effect in these 
capillaries is negligib1e. This pecu1iar result coincides with the data for straight tubes. 
3-3. Coiled Capi1lary 
As examp1e of coi1ed tube， discharged f10w rates for 0.29mm pipe are represented 
in Fig. 15 -(a)， (b)， (c). It is noticed that the data for straight tube clear1y show the transient 
effect of saturation to turbu1ent as water temperature goes up， whi1e the data for coi1ed 
tube stil remain in 1aminar (or semi-1aminar) keeping high f10w rates. With these 
discharged characteristics， estimated friction factors for coiled tube of 1， 3， 6 turns are 
indicated in Fig. 16 -(a)， (b). From these figures the range of coi1ed effect seems to be 
restricted in main1y within 1aminar and transient flows. 1)，2) 
According to the procedure in section 2-4， friction factors for coi1ed capillary are 
arranged. Figure 17 -(a)， (b)， and Fig. 18 indicate these factors mu1tip1ied by (R/α)1/2 
versus Dean number in 1aminar region. It can be remarked that secondary flow effect 
prevails over the temperature inf1uence， and that arranged data present 1inear trends in 
10garithmic coordinates. And especially our data clear1y indicate a dependence on turning 
ang1e (coi1ing number) as in Fig. 17 -(a)， (b). As the number of coiling increases， abso1ute 
va1ue of inclination of group data becomes smaller. 
In the discussion in section 2-4， Equation (18) or (19) includes no effect of turning ang1e， 
which offers no exp1anation for the pecu1iar tendency. In our measurement， for examp1e， 
the f10w in 0.55mm coil of one turn with Dean number 6 X 102 has the high Reyno1ds number 
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Fig. 11 Flow characteristics 
with 450 bend 
tubes for 
(c) 
Fig. 12 Flow characteristics 
with 900 bend 
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Fig. 13 Loss coefficient in turbulent bend 









































90・Bend，D.0.29mm， L'302.3rnm，R "5.omm 
1σI J1、怖に15
訪碗.0.247[Re(口/Rl"j'O，'3'
Fig. 14 Loss coefficient of O.29mm tube bend for 
laminar and turbulent flows 
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Fig. 17 Friction factor VS. Dean number 
for coiled tubes 
入Ai壬





1 03 ~ l.c 
Rel1i;-J' 
Fig. 18 Friction factor VS. Dean number 






Fig. 19 Friction factor VS. turbulent chrac. 
teristic number in O.55mm coil 
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of about 3.7 X 103 (transition region). Since the kinematic viscosity at 200C is about 1.0 x 
1O-6m2/s， the mean flow velocity in this coil becomes up to 6.7m/s， and the value of 
acceleration by centrifugal force is 4.3 X 103 m/s2 (4.4 X 102 gal). This strong acceleration 
seems to cause not secondary， but also the dominant circulating flow field. As the 
flowing duration in this coiled tube is about 70ms (at 6.7m/s)， itis uncertain to establish 
fully developed secondary (but dominant) flow in the coil， which is considered to be one of 
the reasons of the trend in Fig. 17. 
From the discussion above mentioned， the linear relation between λc (R/α)山 andDean 
number in logarithmic coordinates are assumed in Figs. 17 and 18. Solid lines in these 
figures indicate empirical equations obtained by least square method. 
Figure 19 -(a)， (b) show friction factor of 0.55mm coiled capillary versus turbulent 
characteristic number. In the graphs dotted marks are seemed to be laminar or transient. 
In turbulent region， measured data indicate less dependence on coiling number than in 
laminar and transient flow， and they do not deviate largely from Blasius' relation， as was 
presented in the data for bend capillary. Solid line indicates experimental equation by the 
method mentioned above. The measured turbulent data in these coil also do not exhibit 
roughness effect. 
4. CONCLUSION 
From the study mentioned above， following points are conc1uded. By the microscopic 
photograph of tube cross sections， equivalent diameters are measured and relatively high 
roughnesses are observed， where relative roughnesses of 0.55mm， 0.29mm， and 0.1l5mm 
tube are 2.5%， 4%， and 7.8%， respectively. In spite of these considerable roughnesses， 
measured data for straight， bent， and coiled capillaries do not indicate roughness effect 
explicitly. Measured flow rates show temperature dependency originated fron transition 
to turbulent flow with decreased kinematic viscosity. 
Frictional loss of capillary bend in laminar and turbulent regions presents presumed 
tendency for curved pipe. Empirical equations for loss coefficient can be obtained to 
compare with previous investigations (turblent bend).5) Coefficients obtained are summariz 
ed in Table 6. 
Friction factors for coiled capillary in laminar range show secondary flow effect as 
expected. The trends obtained， however， indicate the dependence on coiling number， 
which cannot be explained by previous studies. Empirical equations for coiled capillary 
are found and compared with Ito's results， as shown in Table 7. 
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Table 6 Empirical equations for loss coefficient in capillary bend 
( 1) Laminar Flow 
s / [B(R/α)1/2] = A. Re(a/ R)山 ]B
D L R θ 
Experimental 
A B 
0.29 302.3 5 45 0.902 1.12 
0.29 302.3 5 90 0.946 一1.11
0.29 302.3 9.5 90 」旦 67l -1.03 
( 2) Turbulent Flow 
s/[θ(R/ a)1I2]ニ A.[Re(α/ R)2]B 
D L R θ 
Experimental 
A B 
0.55 299.0 5 45 0.196 -0.134 
0.55 299.0 5 90 0.216 0.189 
0.29 302.3 5 45 0.253 0.153 
0.29 302.3 5 90 0.247 0.134 
0.29 302.3 9.5 90 0.289 0.150 
Table 7 Empirical equations for friction factor in coiled capillary 
( 1) Laminar Flow 
AdR/a)1/2 = A. [Re(α/R)1/2]B 
D L R N θ 
Experimental 
A B 
0.55 507.0 10.5 1 360 31. 6 0.861 
0.55 507.0 10.5 3 1080 21.5 0.745 
0.55 507.0 10.5 6 2160 18.7 0.672 
0.29 498.3 6.2 1 360 61. 6 0.964 
0.29 498.3 6.2 3 1080 45.8 0.878 
0.29 498.3 6.2 6 2160 37.4 -0.806 
0.29 498.3 9.9 l 360 55.1 0.917 
0.29 498.3 9.9 3 1080 49.9 0.863 
0.29 498.3 9.9 6 2160 44.7 0.807 
0.115 82.1 5.9 1 360 39.6 -0.847 
( 2) Turbulent Flow 
AdR/α)1/2 = A・[Re(a/R)2]B 
D L R N θ 
Experimental 
A B 
0.55 507.0 10.5 1 360 0.282 0.229 
0.55 507.0 10.5 3 1080 0.270 0.191 
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One Method for Search of Maximum Value 
in Multimodal Function 
Yuzuru KUBOTA 
Abstract 
Recently， the requirements of optimization in the synthesis and the system have become stronger， and 
the optimization problems have become more important. This report proposes one method for search of 
the maximum value in the multimodal object function. This describes the search algorithm and the 
effectiveness of this method is examined by some example functions. 





























Y= f (x) (1) 






λニ g(A， Y) 
と定義し，
δλδ2λ 
一一一一>0 一一一一>0aA -~ aN 
θλδ2λ 





A<N) ， _ Y(N)_ Ym'n 




Ymax=max {Y(1)， Yω，・・・， Y(N)} 




















A(N+2n)を定める。A(N+I)， A(N+2)， (5) 
λ(N+l) λ(N+2) ・・・， λ(N+加}を計算する。(6) 
λmaxを選ぶ。λ(IL---，λ(N+2n)より，λ(0) (7) 
1 X(N)ー がN-l)1ミ， 0なら終了。(8) 












(6) X(N+2)二 X(N)+h(2) 
X(N+2n)二 X(N)十h(2n)
(h!， h2，・・・， hn) 
(-h!， h2，・・・， hn) 
h(l)ニ
(7) h(2) = 
h(2n)= (-h!， - h2，・・・ -hn)
等分割を取るので， h1=h2= ・・・ =hnであり， λの計算においては代表点におけるひろがり面























Nカ{/J、きいとき λ"" g (A) (8) 
Nが大きいとき λ"" g (Y) (9) 
またNが大きいときは，最大値の推定を局所的に進める必要があるので(9)式の関係が必要に
なる。ここで(8)式より (9)式に移るNの大小を決める具体的な回数を決定することは非常に困難
である。しかし λの変化により決定することを試みる o(8)式から(9)式へと移るのは c，と Czの
定数値によって左右される。また Czの方が効果が大きい。そこでc，=1とすると， A(N)/ A(O)は
探索回数を重ねるに従って， A (N) / A (0) = 1 (N = 0 )から， NN)/ A(O)= 0 (N=∞)まで値が
変化し， (8)式であるためには exp{c2・A(N) / A (O)} )>exp {(Y(NL Y min) / (Y max -Y min) }であ
る必要があり， C2を1よりかなり大きい値に適当に選ぶことによって実現される。また o三五
(Y(N) -Y min) / (Y max -Y min)孟lであるから Ymaxを代表点にもつ音防対買域のひろがり面積
が無限小であったとすると，このときの評価量 λFは， λFニ exp(O)+exp (1)である。さらに Ymin
を代表点にもつ領域のひろがり面積がA(N)であったとすると，評価量 λ"は， λ"=exp(cz・










る。次にN2面白になったとき， λ(N2)<・・・ <λ(m)<3.7182<λ(1)<・・・ <λ(2)<λ{りとなると
きは， λ(N2) ・・・， λ(m)を与える領域は探索きれない。最終的にNf回目に λ(Nf)<・・・ <λ(2)<
3.7182<λ(1)の状態が存在し，この λ(1)領域の分割で終了するので，これがYmaXを含む領域と




討する。ここで数値実験目的関数として， f(x) =sin(nnx)十0.1xなる I次関数を用いる。こ
れは nにより峰数を自由に設定できるからである。 n=3，5， 7， 9とすると図 2 (a)， 
(b)のように n二 3，7およびn= 5， 9が等分割探索では類似の峰を持つ関数形となる。
明らかに極大峰の数は 2，3， 4， 5となり最小峰と最大峰との差は最大値に対して 10%以下
であり，近接峰との差はさらに小きくなる。
fV¥Y¥ハη、川パA八爪
(a) nこ 3，7 (b) n= 5， 9 
図-2 sin (nπx)+O.lx 0 壬 x~ 1 
表-1 (a) -(d)に各々の λmaxを与える座標点xをそれぞれC2=2， 4， 8の場合につ
いて，探索回数N=59まで示しである o これより， C2= 2の場合 n= 7， 9において探索が





すると (C2一1)個の領域 (Yminを含む領域以外)はさらに分割が保障される。従って n次




(a) f(x) =sin(37rX)+0.lx (b) f(x) =sin( 57rX) +O.lx 
Ymax = 1. 0833 XO = 0.8344 Ymax = 1. 0900 XO = 0.9004 
N C2 2.0 4.0 8.0 N C2 2.0 4.0 8.0 
3 0.7500000 0.7500000 0.7500000 3 0.5000000 0.5000000 0.5000000 
5 0.2500000 0.2500000 0.2500000 5 0.5000000 0.7500000 0.7500000 
7 0.8750000 0.8750000 0.8750000 7 0.5000000 0.2500000 0.5000000 
9 0.1250000 0.1250000 0.1250000 9 0.5000000 0.5000000 0.8750000 
11 0.7500000 0.7500000 0.7500000 11 0.5000000 0.1250000 0.1250000 
13 0.8125000 0.8125000 0.6250000 13 0.5000000 0.5000000 0.6250000 
15 0.8750000 0.8750000 0.5000000 15 0.7500000 0.8750000 0.7500000 
17 0.1875000 0.8750000 0.8750000 17 0.8750000 0.1250000 0.8750000 
19 0.8437500 0.6250000 0.1250000 19 0.8750000 0.9375000 0.1250000 
21 0.1250000 0.8437500 0.7500000 21 0.9062500 0.9062500 0.9375000 
23 0.8281250 0.7500000 0.9375000 23 0.8962500 0.5000000 0.5625000 
25 0.8750000 0.2500000 0.6875000 25 0.9375000 0.6250000 0.8125000 
27 0.1562500 0.1562500 0.8437500 27 0.8984375 0.8750000 0.9062500 
29 0.8359375 0.1875000 0.8125000 29 0.8750000 0.0937500 0.5000000 
31 0.8281250 0.8281250 0.1562500 31 0.8984375 0.7500000 0.8750000 
33 0.8437500 0.9375000 0.1875000 33 0.8906250 0.1250000 0.0937500 
35 0.8203125 0.8125000 0.1250000 35 0.8945313 0.5625000 0.5312500 
37 0.3359375 0.1250000 0.9062500 37 0.9003906 0.4687500 0.9375000 
39 0.8515625 0.3359375 0.3750000 39 0.8984375 0.9375000 0.3750000 
41 0.8281250 0.8437500 0.8281250 41 0.8964844 0.8984375 0.9062500 
43 0.8242188 0.8203125 0.0937500 43 0.9013672 0.9218750 0.8906250 
45 0.8339844 0.7968750 0.8125000 45 0.8994141 0.8906250 0.9218750 
47 0.8320313 0.1718750 0.2500000 47 0.8983375 0.4843750 0.8437500 
49 0.8300781 0.1562500 0.1718750 49 0.8974609 0.9023438 0.4843750 
51 0.8281250 0.0625000 0.8750000 51 0.9003906 0.8984375 0.0937500 
53 0.8417969 0.8359375 0.1875000 53 0.8999023 0.8750000 0.7500000 
55 0.8339844 0.8398438 0.8359375 55 0.9013672 0.0937500 0.2500000 
57 0.8349069 0.8593750 0.8281250 57 0.8989258 0.1093750 0.8984375 










(c) f(x) =sin(7JrX)十O.lx (d) f(x) =sin(9JrX)十O.lx
Ymax = l. 0928 XO = 0.9287 Ymax二 1.0944 XOニ0.9445
N C， 2.0 4.0 8.0 N C2 2.0 4.0 8.0 
3 0.7500000 0.7500000 0.7500000 3 0.5000000 0.5000000 0.5000000 
5 0.6250000 0.2500000 0.2500000 5 0.7500000 0.7500000 0.7500000 
7 0.6250000 0.5000000 0.5000000 7 0.2500000 0.2500000 0.2500000 
9 0.2500000 0.3750000 0.3750000 9 0.7500000 0.7500000 0.7500000 
11 0.3750000 0.8750000 0.8750000 11 0.5000000 0.2500000 0.2500000 
13 0.3750000 0.1250000 0.1250000 13 0.2500000 0.5000000 0.6250000 
15 0.6565250 0.9375000 0.7500000 15 0.5000000 0.8750000 0.9375000 
17 0.6406250 0.1250000 0.0625000 17 0.5000000 0.9375000 0.5000000 
19 0.3437500 0.6250000 0.6250000 19 0.5000000 0.1250000 0.0625000 
21 0.6250000 0.3750000 0.3750000 21 0.5000000 0.0625000 。7500000
23 。.3593750 0.9375000 0.6875000 23 0.5000000 0.9375000 0.2500000 
25 0.6484375 0.6562500 0.1250000 25 0.5039063 0.7187500 0.6875000 
27 0.6454313 0.7500000 0.9375000 27 0.5019531 0.2500000 0.9375000 
29 0.6406250 0.3437500 0.6562500 29 0.4980469 0.5000000 0.7187500 
31 0.6425781 0.6250000 0.3437500 31 0.5009766 0.2812500 0.5000000 
33 0.6445313 0.2500000 0.0625000 33 0.4995117 0.0625000 0.2812500 
35 0.6406250 0.3750000 0.6250000 35 0.5004883 0.9375000 0.0625000 
37 0.6425781 0.6406250 0.3750000 37 。.4995117 0.7l87500 0.5625000 
39 0.6435547 0.6875000 0.4375000 39 0.4995117 0.6875000 0.9687500 
41 0.6445313 0.3593750 0.9218750 41 0.5002441 0.5000000 0.1250000 
43 0.6406250 0.9218750 0.9375000 43 0.5000000 0.9453125 0.9375000 
45 0.6430664 0.3125000 0.6406250 45 0.5004883 0.2812500 0.0312500 
47 0.6425781 0.9375000 0.3593750 47 0.5007324 0.3125000 0.9531250 
49 0.6420898 0.9296875 0.6562500 49 0.5007324 0.9453125 0.5000000 
51 0.6386719 0.0937500 0.0781250 51 0.4985352 0.7187500 0.2500000 
53 0.6445313 0.6406250 0.3437500 53 0.5001121 。町9414063 。7343750
55 0.6430664 0.6484375 0.6250000 55 0.5000000 0.7343750 0.5312500 
57 0.6433105 0.9218750 0.9296875 57 0.4998779 0.9492188 0.0625000 
59 0.6435547 0.9277344 0.9062500 59 0.4997559 0.9453125 0.9453125 
さらに，実験例として
- 5 x (x-0.5) 0;'玉x豆0.5
f (x)ニ 100 (x-0.625) (x-0.75) 0.625壬x壬0.75 (1) 
。 else 
5 x (x-0.5) o ~三 x壬 0.5



































f(x)=0.85exp {-50 (x-0.2)2}+0.95exp {-40 (x-0.48)2} 
十exp{一70(x-0.81)2} 
























f(x) =0.gexp {-46 (x-0.15)2}+exp {-120 (x-0.41)2} 
X 
1.0 





f(x" X2)= 25exp {-20 (x，-0.3)2-18(x2-0.7)2}+23 
exp {-17(x，-0.65)2-19(x2-O.25)2} (15) 
O 豆x，三 1 0 三五 X2~玉 1 
例題4.
f(x" X2)= 18exp {-15 (x，-0.5)2_20 (x2-0.7)2+19 
exp {-22 (x，-0.27)2_20 (x2-O.25)2}+17 
exp {-20 (x，-0.75)2-16 (x2-0.3)2} (16) 




























































X2) = f (x!， 
(17) 
0 三五X2三五 1 0 三五Xj三 1 
(18) 
{1-100(xj-O.15) (xj-O.35) (xj-O.5) 




























































EX.1 EX.2 EX.3 EX.4 
0.8064 0.4111 0.3007 0.2758 
0.6992 0.2543 
l. 0125 l. 0817 25.0619 19.3210 
0.808 0.411 0.301 0.2750 
0.699 0.2540 




























An Experimental Study on the Control for a 
Liquid-Level System with Dead Time 
Tadao NARITA， Mitsuhisa YAMASHITA and Yuzuru KUBOTA 
Abstract 
In the process control field， process is very often represented by including dead time in the system 
model. 
We selected a liquid-level system with dead time as such a system and controled the system using the 
following control laws : 
(1) Pl control 
(2) Smith predictor and PI control 
(3) Modified Smith predictor and PI control 
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図-7 制御弁Aの流量液位特性 図 8 線形補償後の制御弁Aの特性

























目 f型 {直 外
むだ時間要素 I I I 
むだ時間 L(sec) 16.7 39.3 16.7 
比例ゲイン Kp 0.685 0.410 0.799 











(1) PI制御定数は iChien，Hrones， Reswickの最適調整値Jを用いて定める。この方
法は制御対象のR，T， Lを用いるので， (ii) (ii)に対しては， Lを与える必要
がある。本実験では，表-1における Lをむだ時間として与えた。したがって PI制
御定数は表 2となる。





























外乱の影響が長くのこっている O この問題点は外乱補償を行うことによって除かれ，きらに PI












































































C.H.R. 28 :-; 
K= 4.415 
T= 118.8 (sec) 
KP= .41881 
T1= 118.8 (sec) 
L= 3ヲ.3(sec) 
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K= 5.9 
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C.H.R. 28 % 
K= 5.ヲ
T= 112.5 (sec) 
f:P= .7雪ヲ
T1= 38.41 (sec) 
L= 16.7 (sec) 













G.H.R. 28 y. 
K= 5.9 
T= 112.5 (sec) 
KP= .79雪
T1= 38.41 (sec) 
L= 16.7 (sec) 
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d= 1. 3 (l/min) 
PI制御+Smith法 (L=39.3sec) 図 17
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Stress Behavior of the Bo1t on the Bolted J oint Received 
Eccentric Force 
- A Case of Tee Flange-
民1inoruT ANAKA 
Abstract 
The Analysis by finite element method on the model which is constructed by spring-beam element 
has been performed to obtain stress behavior of the bolt on tee flange. Some experiments are simulta 
neously carried out under the same condition of the above model. 
The following results are obtained : 
(1) On the axial stress of the bolt on the flange recived external force the 
calculated stress are consistent with the experimental results. 
(2) The bending stress parallel to the bolt axis decrease with the increase of distance from its under-
head 
(3) When external force are acting on the flange， the rate of increase for axial stress and bending stress 
of the bolt become lower in the following case ; 
i) the flange is applied with large tightening force and 
i) the flange thickness become larger and 



































Fig. 1 Bolted joint 
186 
Fig. 2 Compression area of clamped 
plates 
偏心外力を受けるねじ締結体のボルトの応力挙動







ル化する O ばね定数kPiは円筒の断面積を A(ボルト穴断面積を除く)，被締結体の厚きを H，
縦弾性係数を E とすると，次式で表わされる O














Fig. 3 Divided compression area of con-
tact surface 















MB=2kbaL1l (L1lニ atan9b=C a仇)
=2kba29b 
曲げコンブ。ライアンス Y;は












































Fi2". 6 Tea flang and its model usin克
















( a) ?? ? ??




定，記録する。外力は 4.9KN (500 kgf) きざみで負荷した。
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LQAD (KN) (b) LOAD 
Fig. 8 Relation between load and stress 
for tightening force 
Fig. 9 Relation between load and bend-


















Fv :37 2 KN 
H = 25 mm 
Z♂ I 0 ~=6; 
360 










L= 65mm 企 25(mm) 
E= 31 mm 0 31 
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LOAO (KN) (b) 
Fig. 10 Relation between load and stress Fig. 11 Relation between load and stress 
for flange thikness for distance from apprication 

























(3) ボルトに発生する軸応力および曲げ応力は， i)初期締付け力を高くする， i) フラン
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Investigation of Photoelectrolysis of Water with 
Semiconductor Electrodes 
Masayoshi OZAKI， Masahiro ONO， Hidetoshi KOBA Y ASHI 
Junji NANJO， Shigeru NOMURA and Shin-ichi HARA 
Abstract 
Photoelectrolysis of water with two types of semiconductor electrodes which are the Cr-doped single 
crystal TiO， and the Si/TiO， heterojunction has been investigated. The Photoresponse of Cr-doped TiO， 
electrode showed longer wave length (visible light region) spectral response than that of non-doped TiO， 
electrode. The visible light response is explained by the formation of the d-band due to Cr-doping below 
the conduction band edge of the TiO， inenergy diagram. Photocurrent of Cr-doped TiO， electrode， 
however， decreased. This decrease is mainly due to the structural defects induced in the single crystal 
TiO， by high temperature treatment of Cr.doping resulted in localized deep levels in forbidden band. 
These deep levels enhance the recombination rate of the photo-generated carriers. The electrode of n-Si/ 
TiO， heterojunction was fabricated by coating the Si substrate surface with TiO， thin film using CVD 
technique. The thickness of TiO， film determines of the onset potential of photocurrent. The onset 

































1 -2 n -Si/ n -Ti02ヘテロ接合型電極の作製7)
基板として使用した n-Siは，化学的に鏡面仕上げされた比抵抗20・cmで面方位が(100)面


































































(2) Cr-doped (in 02) 










600 Valence Band 
Fig.2 Photocurrent vs. wavelength for 
Ti02 electrode and Cr・dopedTi02 
electrode 
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1-V characteristic for n-Ti02 elec-
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一般に n型半導体が溶液と接触する前の，バンド図を Fig.9 (a)に示し， Fig.9 (b) 
には，接触後，半導体側から溶液中へ向って電
子が移動し系全体のフェルミ準位が一致して平








(2) 400 A 。













近に移動し， n-Ti02膜は，あたかも真性半導 Fig.8 
体の様な作用をする。この様子を示したのが，
720A 
240 A 。 ( 1) __ クむ)
ι6 
Vo1 tagE' [V] (vs.SCEl 




Fig. 9 Band transition under consideration of interface states. (a) : before 
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Light Scattering from Solution of Polyvinyliden Fluoride 
Atsushi Y AMANAKA 
Abstract 
In this paper， the author tried to detennine the weight average molecular weight (Mw)， the second 
Virial coefficient (A2) and radius of gyration <S> for polyvinyliden f1uoride in N， N-dimethylacetamide 
as solvent by means of Zimm method. This experiment has been done at temperatures of 18 CC) and 20 
CC). The light source used is He-Ne Laser (1 mw). The results gained with respect to the above physical 
quantities are as follows: Mw18.0'c=Mw200'c=1.2x105 (g/mol)， A218.0'C二1.96X 10-4 (1・g-2)，A220.0，Cニ0
67 X 10-4 (1・g-2)， <S>18.0'C = 1.2 x 103 (A)， <S>20.0'C二 0.75x103(A). The concentration of solution used 












































1 27(2 n2 (dn/δc)2 V (.δ'()2 
(1 +cos2θ) 
10 r2A4N (2) 
n，溶液の屈折率 oC;単位体積中の溶質濃度のれゆらぎグ
更に熱力学的考察により次の展開式が導かれる(2)
Kc ， 1 一一二千一一+2A2c+...・H ・.-)Re 'Mw 
(3) 
27(2 n2 ，dn 
但し， K=一一一←ー (:.. )2 
λ4 NA 'dc 
RR= 1 r2 









が考えられる，即ちこれは(3 )式でC→ Oにおける Kc/Reの O依存性を示す式と云える。
ReニKP(8) Mwc (4) 
この式において P (8)は分子の形状に関係した関数であり特に θ→ Oにおいて分子の慣性半
径の二乗平均(高分子の場合、ひろがりつく52>の尺度となり次の式が成立すること理論的に
導出されている。
lim P (8) = 1 
16π(5) 





Rθ MwP (8) ，--. 
1 民7[2
ニ一一 (1十一二三一 <52>sin2 8/2十一……)+2A2 C十・…Mw ，-， 3;V 
(6) 























































A1 = 1.91) x 1Ó~íl'ð-~ 
(5)エ1.2 x 10'( A ) 
C = 11，3 引 1
1 B 8 
25.9 







• T=20..J(OC ) 
5 10 15 20 
Fig.2 C (町)
T=20.0(OC I 
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Reflection and Transmission of Shallow 
Water Waves at the Pervious Coastal 
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井野 1智、a且ュ土橋由 床スラプの振動実測例と振動感覚の評価につ 日本建築学報会告北海道 56， (1983) 中川 修 いて 支部研究 集
杉野目 章
杉野目 章 十字小梁付RC床スラプの設計用応力につい 演日本梗建概築集学会学術講井野 智 1983， 9，15 
土橋由造 て
井中 野川 修智 RC床スラプの振動感覚の評価と二，三の実 演日本梗建概築集学会学術講 1983， 9，15 土橋由造 測例
杉野目 章
井野 智 床仕上材下地モルタルの許容ひぴ害]れ幅につ 演日梗本建概築集学会学術講土橋由造 1983， 9，15 
杉野目 章 いて
杉井野野白 章 圏外規準における鉄筋コンクリート床梁の鉛 支日部本建研築究学報会告北集海道智 直荷重時撲み計算法について 57， (1984) 土橋由造
杉野目 章
井橋野 智




杉野目 某高層 SRCアノマート床スラプの沈下携みと 支日部本建研築究学報会告北集海道 57， (1984) 川田孝之 振動性状について
湯中 原川 俊太修郎
井中 野川 修智 鉄筋コンクリート床スラブの振動計測例とそ 支日部本建研築究学報会告北集海道 57， (1984) 
杉土野橋目 由 造章 の評価
機 械 系(機械工学科，産業機械工学科，第二部機械工学科)
Masashi on the Existence of a Strain Plateau in the 
AJMoSeucMrhnEaIl ，j Ser.iEd ， 
50， (3)， DAIMARUYA 
Sfotr aPinla-Rstaic te WDaevpe nPdreonpt aTghaetiorn y of Malvern of Appl 678-679 Masachika 
NAITOH mcs (1983 
蔓漬内丸谷藤 政正 志郷 衝播撃に荷関重を受ける有限長変断面棒の弾性波伝 49， (445)， 
する研究 日本機械学会論文集 1119-1125 回↑亘平 (1983) 
小丸野藤谷山 肇
憂漬内 正都 衝撃荷重を受ける棒の塑性波の伝播 第25道回支日部本機講械演会学会 1983，10， 2 政志 北海
回恒平
内藤正期日 縦上衝り撃時を受ける丸棒の弾性波に及ぼす衝撃立 会第9講23演回会日本機械学 1983，11，29 肇丸谷政志 聞の影響
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奈憂内丸良 泰 夫











自然エ昭報和告ネ5書ル7 ギーの研 121-124 
年度研究究成，果
清中片奥(三水村山a(富菱(三十自字彰教重電動大機車葉丸音海) ) ) 水平軸実風験車の出)力特性に関する研究(フィー ター ボ機会械機関(ター ボ
11，(8)， 
ルド の結果 機械協 誌) 496-505 (1983 
山岸英明
奥田教英 海 円管内を水力輸送される粗い球群の浮遊と拡 全日本国機大械会学講会演論第6文1期集
830(12)， 
263-268 山岸 明 散について (1983) 
kyOoKkUai DA Research on Natu. 8 (SPEY Characteristics of A Small Horizontal r科al学E研ne究rg，y白(文部エ省ネ ) ，229 Hideaki Axis Wind Turbine in Fluctuating Winds 
YAMAGISHI ルギーの研究然) 232 (1983) 
奥山 田教海
岸英明 840 (4) ， 
清 水(三幸京大大佑丸) ) 
自然風における小型水平軸風車の出力評価に 通日常本機総械会学講会演論第6文1期集 223-225 ついて (1984) 中村俊
(三重
Hiromu PA(Eerfefa eocrtCms haoan cge tehSe atut Sdhty ohce ok f DTSihaubpohce rk aPgTem rufboeSrms ecawtniocth n e Bulletin of the 引216)
SUGIYAMA 
of nDviearpgheralt gAm ngLloe cation，Area Ratio and 
1S乱m 958(1983) 
Convergent Angle) 
宇多 山 5L 鈍流頭に物関体すをる過数値ぎ解る微析粒的研子究を含(軸む対気称体流のの超場音合速) 工回日講学本演機・会流械体前学刷機会械第()流9体21 No.83 0031(1983) 
針杉山 弘
生暢祐 直管内の擬似衝撃波の特性
文日本集機械学会講演論 3N(01.9832 ) 
杉山 弘 超音速微粒子平混合衡気体流中におかれた鈍頭物体まわりの非衡流れ 2合日0本回同航関秋期西空宇大・会宙中部学講会支演部集第 1983.11-8 
杉山 弘 軸対音称速鈍頭物体を過数ぎ値る微解粒析子を含む気体の 室蘭工大研究報告 10， (5) 超 流に対する一 法 675(1983) 
杉山 5L 鈍頭物関体すを過数値ぎ解る析微粒的研子を含(軸む対気称体流のの超場音合速) 日本機械学会論文集 50(449， B) 流にる 究 185(1984) 
針生暢祐 直管路内の擬似衝撃波の発生位置と振動現象 文日本集機械学会講演論 No.842-杉奥 山 弘 について 1(1984) 回教海
218 
幡杉奥 中秀治山弘 国体微粒子を含む気体中を伝ばする衝撃波 文日本集機械学会講演論 No.842-
回教海 1 (1984) 






A Stmudav n on the Transient Characteristics Norihiro 27， (224) 
SAWA of S SI tEorn) gine (while stepwise closing Bulletin of JSME 248 
(UIbnaivra-) ki 
the carbure (1984-2) 
ShiHAEnYoAbu SHI mTSOeoCctIhiev.te y PaEDonef r gil Auto-
Norihiro Measurement of rFTEduwuecl otL-iSviteqr-uoPikdroe -Fbie Mlm o Flow in 
neers， 
840554， 
SAWA !.nta~e }~i~ ?! ~wo:Stroke Motorcycle per Series 
(UIbnaivra) ki 










丸高 山 朗 周辺固定の長方形振動板に平行な函内の音圧 昭和58年度精機学会伸文成
西国公至 レベル分布と振動モードの対応
北海道支部学術講演 1983. 9.17 
会講演論文集
四ツ谷恒治 漏可視洩化音の音圧レベル分布と騒音レベル分布の 昭和58年度精機学会
西国公至 による比較 J北ヱEミh 海道支部学術講演 1983. 9.17 講演論文集
高丸 伸文成 長方形振動非板接触の近傍{音場の可視化による振動 日本部機講械学ム会嘩北論海文道山朗 支講演E 講演 1983.10. 2 
西回公至 モードの 測疋 集
西回公~ 長方形振動板の近接音場と振動モードの関係 室蘭工業大学研究報 10，(5)27 四ツ谷恒治 告(理工編) 36(1983) 
西国公玉三 直方体エンクロージヤの振動による放射音場 49， (12) 





西国公至 春季大会学術講演会 1984. 3.25 講演論文集
岩倉正雄 放射音場とクロススベクトル法による音響イ 昭和59年度精機学会
西国公至 ンテンシティについて 春季大会学術講演会 1984. 3.25 講演論文集
斉藤(分 図担執筆) 熱物性資料集(断熱材編) 養賢堂 1983 
Koki Transactions of 
Kishinami Natural Convective Heat Transfer on an the American 
Nob曲 iro Unheated Vertical Plate Attached to an Sociey of Mechani. 105，759 
Seki Upstream 1sothermal plate cal Engineers. 766， (1983) 








Joumal of Heat 
Transfer 
Study on Properties and Growth Rate of 







































































































































































































































? ?Symposium on 
Gas-Flow Lasers 
and Chemical 
Lasers '83 (Keio 
University) 
A Stu~y o( Supersonic CO2 Mixing Laser 



























































疋田弘光 12回 シンポ 1983. 5.26 ジウム
疋田弘光 入出力数が異なる線形系の非干渉化 計測自動制御学会論 19.(6)13 文集 19(1983) 
霜山博己
疋田弘光 走行クレーンの振れ止め自動運転 精学術機学会北海道支部 1983. 9.18 山下光申 久 講演会
成田 雄
佐々木尊英 定係数状態フィードパックによるブロック非 精学機術学会北海道支部 1983. 9.18 疋田弘光 干渉化について 講演会
疋田弘光 自動制御ハンドブック(分担執筆) 計集課~自動ム社制御学会編オー 出版 1983 
渡部富治 日本j由空圧学会昭和
外 除雪プロワー用機械油圧変速機の検討 58年春季講演会議論 1983. 5.26 集
渡部富外治 除雪車用機械油圧変速機の設計 論日本集設計製図学会講 No.83-2. (1983) 
渡部富治 沿岸港固定外形実振験り子式波力発電計装置の研究 支日本部機講械論学集会北海道 N(109.83) 2-2， 
外 室蘭 プラントの設
佐渡川 (野泰北部(清海水道官建支稔研設A町晃治在) 第5章利エネル)ギーコストの分析(海洋エネル 北海道港湾，海岸研 1983.85 ギー用技術 jEメヱ合三、
婦山政良 火炎の熱気伝←達プ構ロ造の解明に部関分する研混合究(第3 文日本集機械学会講演論 832-3.97 
水野忠治 報熱，発空 パン軸対称、 予 火炎の 99(1983) 生率分布)
火炎の燃焼・熱伝達の特放性射に関す(減る研衰)究係(第1
告室蘭(工理工業大編学)研究報 10-5.709-娼山政良 報分，布定常拡散火炎 吸収 数の 732 (1983) について)
煽山政良 火炎の燃焼ー熱伝達特性に関する研究(第2 告室蘭(工理業工大編学)研究報 10-5.733 
水野忠治 報てi小型過給ボイラでのガス燃焼実験につい 747 (1983) 
娼山政=良七
早川友 メタノール改質ガスのディーゼル機関への適 文日本集機械学会講演論 842-1.88-
菊鈴 地 訓 応の試み 90(1984) 
木克則
鈴木 均 立型円筒火炉実内の流れに関する研究(水流モ 文日本集機械学会講演論
842-1 
煽山政良治 115-117 
水野忠 デルによる 験的検討) (1984) 
応用物性学科
佐々木直樹












Dlinyknead mic MechaRniucbabl ePr ruonpder ties of Cross-SUGO Natural Rubber under Moderately Reports on Prog. 26，265-268 Noboru 




Naoki Electrical Conductivity in Hydrated Col. Reports on lPvrnoe g- 26，627-630 





(SNhTin T Ibaraki) 
X-RHayy dDra iffraction Studies on the Structure 22(12)， 
YAGIHARA of Hydrated Collagen Biopolymers 2539-2547 











熊 林義博 晃義郎 ポリアセチレンの光電気化学的特性に及ぼす 日本化学会第48秋季田辺 1983. 8.29 
福島清太 表面処理効果 年会
藤田 茂義郎田辺博 Bi，03-Y，03固体電解質/電極界面における 日本化学会第48秋季 1983. 8.28 福島清太 酸素電極反応 年会
太刀川哲平
石福田 崎辺島 博清多嘉太之義郎 プラズマ法を用いた表面処理による Si半導 日本夏化季学研会北海道支 1983. 7.23 体の光電気化学特性 部 究発表会




加 地海郁道大夫) グラフ聞の最適対応について 部大会 1983.10 (北
223 
岡 本(北海和道大広介) 








田中雄一 鋳鉄の耐熱割れ性に及ぼす黒鉛及び基地組織 鋳物 55-6.369 藤原幹男 の影響 374 (1983) 
鋳鉄の超音波試験による材質及ぴ鋳造欠陥の 日本鋳鋳鉄物協・会鋳鋼北研海道田中雄 支部 究 1983. 4. 8 判定 ~ 
平岡 武
浦野藤 茂




含ボロン cv黒鉛鋳鉄の黒鉛品出過程 日本鋳物協会，北海 1983. 6.11 
藤原雄幹男 道支部講演会
田中
斉藤秀明 球状黒鉛鋳鉄の疲れ強きに及ぼす鋳物肉厚の 日本鋳物協会，北海 1983. 6.11 田中雄一 影響 道支部講演会
鹿(日 毛秀彦
下レアメタ 超音波試験による鋳鉄の鋳造欠陥の判定 日本鋳物協会，北海 1983. 6.11 ル研) 道支部講演会
田中雄
斉藤秀明 微細 2相混合組織球状黒鉛鋳鉄の機械的性質 回日全本国鋳講物演協大会会第104 1983. 9. 6 田中雄一





本レアメタ 超音波による鋳鉄の非破壊検査 日本鋳物協会第104 1983. 9. 7 ル研) 回全国講演大会
田中雄一
田中雄一 鋳鉄の材質管理 日本鋳物協会技術講 1983. 9. 5 習会
田中雄一 ねずみ鋳鉄の化学組成と冷却曲線
日本鋳鋳鉄物協，会北海道
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on a physical effect which controls the 
polarity of the charge separation of natu-







60. (2) 782 
-796 (1982) 
J ournal of the Me-
teor. Soc. of Japan 
Radon and Its Damrhters in the Maritime 
Atmosphere Near Japan Islands 
Sadamu 
MOCHIZUKI 















































































port of the 
Hekuho-Maru Cru-
ise HK-82-5 (Ocean 
Research Instjtute 
Univ. of Tokyo) 
Re-
Observation and sample collection of aero-
sols and radon in the atmosphere near the 
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Carbon dioxide transport and acid-base 
balance in chickens before and after hatch. 
mg. 
Derivation of theoretical equations of the 
CO2 dissociation curve and the carbamate 
fraction in the Haldane effect. 
Quntitative analyses of the CO2 dissocia 
tion curve of oxygenated blood and the 
Haldane effect in human blood. 
Blood gases and acid-base status in chick-
en embryos with naturally varying egg 
shell conductance. 
Gas exchange， blood gases and acid-base 
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大 1984. 3 
Sept.1983 
Proc. of the 3rd 
IF AC Symposium 





“Microprocessor-Based Force Control for 
Manipulator Using Variable Structure 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































Structure and Conformation of Furanocyc 

















New Antimicrobial Diterpenes， Dictyol F 




















Absolute Configuration and Conforma-
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Gas Chromatographic Determination of 
the Products of Degradation of Polye-












Bulletin of the Che-
mical Society of 
Japan 
Product Distribution in Degradation of 
Polypropylene over Silica-Alumina and 











1984，41-44 Chemistry Letters 
Fromation of Aromatic Hydrocarbons in 
Degradation of Polyethylene over Activat-
































































































































グおよびその成分 (Si02，CaO， A1203) との
複合材料の粘弾性について
??????
? ? ? ?
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N， N ジメチルホルムアミド中における 2，













































































































































Science and Engineering 
Nov.， 1984 Whole No. 34 
On the Formulation about the Allowable Compressive Stress of the Specification 
for the Design of Highway Bridges …・……・…・・…・・・・……・…・…..Hiroyuki Sugimoto 1 
Optimum Identification of Dispersion Coefficients in Porous Media 
…・…......SatoshiTohma and Kazutaka Baba 17 
Development and Application of Predictor Model for Seasonal Variations in Skid 
Resistance ( 1 ) -Mechanistic Model-….....・ H ・.....….Kazuo Saito and J ohn J. Henry 25 
Relationships Between Skid-Resistance Measurements with the Ribbed and Blank 
Test Tires， and Pavement Texture …………………Kazuo Saito and John J. Henry 41 
Analytical Study on the Settlement Process of Structures on Cohesive Soils 
. Tsutomu Tsuchiya and kazuo Ohtsuki 55 
A Research on Elastic-Plastic Waves of a Cylindrical Specimen Subjected to 
Longitudinal Impact Loading 
..Masachika Naitoh， Masashi Daimaruya， Kouhei Hamada and Kaishin Liu 75 
An Experimental Study on a Small Propeller Type of Wind Turbine， 2nd Report 
..Kyokai Okuda and Hideaki Yamagishi 93 
An Experimental Study on a Small Propeller Type of Wind Turbine， 3rd Report 
.. Kyokai Okuda and Hideaki Yamagishi 99 
An Experimental Study on Shock Waves Progagating Through a Gas-Particle 
Mixture ……・-…・…・・…・・…・…・・・・・・…・…HiromuSugiyama and Hideharu Hatanaka 105 
A Calculation Method of Sound Diffraction Around an Enclosure and its Applying 
Conditions ..…・・・・・…・・・・・・・・・・…・・・……・・・・・・・・・…・・・・…・…・…・・…・…・…...KohshiNishida 115 
Measurement of Vibration Modes of a Bolted Rectangular Plate by a Sound 
Visualization Method 
..Kohshi Nishida， Fuminari Takanaka and Akira Maruyama 129 
High Reynolds Number Flow in Capillary Tube with Spiral/Bend Portion 
(Experimental Results for Water) 
……………………..Kazuo Maeno， Akihiro Yamazaki and Yutaka Hanaoka 139 
One Method for Search of Maximum Value in Multimodal Function 
・・…YuzuruKubota 161 
An Experimental Study on the Control for a Liquid-Level System with Dead Time 
--Tadao Narita，乱1itsuhisaYamashita and Yuzuru Kubota 173 
Stress Behavior of the Bolt on the Bolted Joint Received Eccentric Force 
-A Case of Tee Flange-.・ H ・...…-…-…….....・ H ・-………・…・・…・・…..Minoru Tanaka 185 
Investigation of Photoelectrolysis of Water with Semiconductor Electrodes 
…Masayoshi Ozaki， Masahiro Ono， Hidetoshi Kobayashi， 
Junji Nanjo， Shigeru Nomura and Shin-ichi Hara 195 
Light Scattering from Solution of Polyvinyliden Fluoride...……... Atsushi Yamanaka 203 
Other Achievements in Studies for 1983 by Professors in this Institute …..…....・H ・.209 
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